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S C O P E A N D O B J E C T I V E 

SCOPE. 

The design of fuel pins for power reactors requires a realistic evaluation 
of their thermal and mechanical performances throughout their irradiation 
life. This evaluation involves the knowledge of a number of parameters, 
very intricate and interconnected, for example, the temperature, the restruc
turing and the swelling rates of the fuel pellets, the dimensions, the stress
es and the strains in the clad, the composition and the properties of gases, 
the inner gas pressure, etc. This complex problem can only be properly hand
led by a computer programme which analyses the fuel pin thermal and mechanic
al behaviour at successive steps of its irradiation life. This report pre
sents an overall description of the COMETHE III-J computer programme, design
ed to calculate the integral performance of oxide fuel pins with cylindrical 
metallic cladding irradiated in thermal or fast flux. 

OBJECTIVE. 

COMETHE III-J is a multipurpose code to provide the licensee with a tool suit
ed for numerous applications. 

Utilities can use it, e.g. for : 

- evaluation of fuel vendor proposal ; 

- argumentation for understanding, discussion, challenging ; 

- comparison between different proposed designs ; 

- analysis of the effects of design changes ; 

- analysis of the effects of tolerances ; 

- analysis of the effects of power history, power ramping, core management, 
effects unanticipated by vendor, operation limitations imposed by rhe ven
dor, etc, ; 

- help for selection of P I E and interpretation; 

- analysis of steady state input values for LCCA analysis ; 

- improvement of plant availability and manoeuvrability through reduction uf 
pin failure probability and minimization of limitations from LOCA. 
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Verdors can use it, e.g. for : 

- insurance of good basic design ; 

- analysis of manufacturer's requests for acceptance of non-conforming mate
rials ; 

- definition of steady state input data for LOCA analysis ; 

- increase in efficiency of generic irradiation experiments (proper selection 
and interpretation) ; 

- errors detection in experimental data processing ; 

- continuous improvement of the design (tendencies for improvements, modific
ation of tolerances) ; 

- core management limitations, rules for power changes and reshufflings ; 

- data handling for physics or safety calculations (e.g. Doppler effects) ; 

- increase in fuel behaviour reliability. 

* * 
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G L O S S A R Y 

The definitions given below are applicable to this report and co all parts 
of the COMETHE documentation. 

Blanket columns : 

The upper and lower parts c£ the fuel stack. In F BR pi«s, they can represent 
the actuel blanket UO2 pellets. In LWR pins, they may be used to represent 
partial zones of the fuel column. 

Burn-up : 

The burn-up, as calculated in COMETHE and used in several subroutines, is de
fined as the time integration of the specific power generated in the fuel, the 
heat generated in clad and at the sutside of the rod being excluded. It is, 
therefore, a fuel thermal burn-up. 

Pensification : 

In-pile irradiation induced sintering (n*t porosity loss). The columnar 
grains growth effect on porosity i-» not designated by this term, unless expli
citly stated. 

Density (bulk) : 

The ratio of actu.il local specific mass to the theoretical densiry. Also 
called simply "density". 

Density (theoretical) : 

The specific mass of as-fabricated fuel without voids and porosities. This 
value depends on fuel isotopic composition only-

Ga£ : 

The fuel pellets to cladding tube clearance. Radial value if not otherwise 
specified. 

Interaction (fuel / clad) : 

Contact pressure between fuel pellets and cladding tube (also called PCMI). 

Node : 

Physical boundary of a ring. 

http://actu.il
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Porjsi.tv : 

Uni "y minus the bulk density. The porosity is also a local actual value. 
It uos- not necessarily correspond to pores (see below). 

Power (linear) : 

Specific power per unit length in fuel only. The heat generated in the clad 
is a*ù d to that linear power. 

Rec "liucr.ded value : 

The viïue of input variable which is recommended by the authors (R.V.). 

Reli.Àtion : 

Gap :i.osure mechanisms coming out of fuel behaviour (thermal expansion ex
clu 'ca, . 

Restt'ir.f.ring : 

Gencr 1 t-jrm designating the overall fuel mechanical and structural changes 
durirî  irradiation. 

Ring : 

Each slice is divided into several co-axial fuel : ings. The inner and outer 
radii cf these rings are selected so that their mass inventory remains cons-
tan: during the overall pin life. 

Standard value : 

Toe value assigned by the programme to a variable when it is not specific
ally input (S.V.). 

State : 

Set of operational data describing completely the fuel and clad configur
ation ac a given time. 

State (cold) : 

State that the pin should have if the irradiation were stopped at the time 
of calculation. 

State (hot) : 

Pin state at actual power level. 

* 

* * 



I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The COMETHE code has been developed by BELCONUCLEAIRE since 1967 to predict 
the mechanical and thermal behaviour of a fuel rod under irradiation. The 
COMETHE III-J documentation consists of a number of parts, each issued as a 
separate report. This one, Part I, provides a general description of the 
code and of the various models involved. Part II is the user's manual, Part 
III provides some programming information. Part IV contains the calibration 
progress reports, Part V is the source programme, Part X presents sample pro
blems, etc. 

The present report is divided into two main sections. The first one presents 
an abstract of the COMETHE programme, which is directed at the potential user 
of it. The second section is a programme description, directed at people di
rectly involved in the mathematical modelling of fuel pins irradiation per
formance. Some conclusions are drawn ia the last section, together with pro
posals for future work. 

É 

* « 
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1. PROGRAMME IDENTIFICATION. 

BELGONUCLEAIRE has developed since 1967 a computer programme describing the 
in-pile performance of integral fuel rods. The first comprehensive version 
was called COMET .IE I, a computer COde for predicting MEchanical and THErmal 
behaviour of a fuel pin. This programme made possible a first comparison of 
theoretical predictions with experimental results ; the conclusion was that 
COMETHE I generally overestimated the fuel centre temperature. Models were 
therefore modified in order to refine the thermal expansion of the fuel pel
lets. These refinements were incorporated in a second version of the program
me, celled COMETHE II, which has been extensively tested on the basis of a 
number of experimental results. The consideration of clad creep by a linking 
with the code CRASH led te a new version, called III. The intrcduction of a 
new fuel swelling model and some other refinements like the permanent effects 
of cracks filling led to version III-G. The present version arises from the 
III-G. The main modifications implemented since then are the following : 

- kinetics models for fuel restructuring, equiaxed grains growth and colum
nar grains growth ; 

- interlinkage between fission gas release, fuel gaseous swelling and equi
axed grains growth ; 

- extension of the pellets cracking model, taking into account all kinds of 
cracks filling effects and central hole refilling ; 

- Zircaloy anisotropic creep ; 

- Zircaloy anisotropic in-pile growth ; 

- ridging treatment. 

* * * 



2. D E S C R I P T ION OF THE P i-i i 

The calculation of the evolution : 
stresses and strains, requires th-
describing completely the initial 
conditions (heating and cooling '.. 

The programme determines the time 
nical characteristics of -he fuel 
culates these characteristics at c 
rily equally spaced. The programr 
during fast transients ; it assamet 
in the pin. 

2.1. FUEL AW CLAWING INPUT. 

The COMETHE III programme allows I . 
a maximum of five axial regions : 
upper and lower axial blankets anc 
one of these axial zones may be m' . 
cept of lower or upper el ecu .its i: 
tion. As already stated,"blanket . 
several parts of fuel column. 

Moreover, the core region itself re
ported by porous or perforated piu 
made to rvaluate most of the curre. 
for theni* . power reactors. The i . 
or mixed uranium - plutonium oxide 
ed or not and optionally with an i. 
for different pell^c geometries in 
into a number of slices. 
The programme allo-.s consideration 
ed separately. It is thus possi'l 
of a pellet having a central hole, 
radius different from the remainde: 
For the calculation of inner gas p: 
however uses only the amount of ga.-
case of parametric studies, this ai 
ferent fuel designs or parametric 

The filling gas is considered by ti 
sure, of the five following standar 
nitrogen and hydrogen (other gases 

The clad is supposed either gas-ti 
plenum may be located below ari'.i/.,L 

LLM. 

•he characteristics, like temperatures, 
.•.troduct ion of a series of input data 
.te cf tiie fuel pin and its operating 

. iation of various thermal and mecha-
the clad. For this purpose, it cal-
rete values of the time not necessa-
•oes not describe the fuel behaviour 
us a succession of equilibrium states 

ling of cylindrical fuel pins including 
er and lower fission gas reservoirs, 
e central core region (Fig. 1). Any-
ng in a particular problem. The c.on-
iative to the coolant flow distribu
ions" can just be different names for 

include several fuel columns each sup-
Thanks to this feature, ; 'owance is 

types of fuel pins for fast J well as 
. can consist of cither uranium oxide 
•12-P1O2) in the form of pellets, dish-
ial central hole. Provision is made 
ch fuel region. Each region is divided 

; one or two dummy slices which are treat-
_o simulate at any location, the presence 
density, a dish geometry and an outer 
T the fuel cclumn where it is located. 

-. -.sure in the whole pin, the programme 
•eleased in the normal slices. In the 

•.fice allows evaluation of three dif-
ii"iations at the same time. 

programme as any mixture, at any pres-
gases : helium, argon, water vapour, 
7 input). 

or not (vented fuel). The fission gas 
.ve tlit luel regions. 
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The Fig. 1 illustrates various possible 
fuel pin configurations. The cladding 
can be either Zircaloy or various types 
of stainless steels. A large amount of 
material correlations are itr̂ .iemented 
in the code, so that the code predic
tions can be applied to all current 
cladding materials, without any supple
mentary work. 

The fuel rod data includes most of «-he 
data specified in drawings and charac
terization data like density, grain 
size, stoichiometry, specific surface, 
resintering tests results for the fuel, 
anisotropy factors for Zircaloy creep 
and poles figure for Zircaloy growth. 

2.2. COOLANT INPUT. 

The coolant is assumed to flow vertic
ally downwards or upwards along the 
fuel pin. The coolant may be anyone 
of the following fluids : pressurized 
or boiling water, sodium, NaK (22 -
78 Z), helium or COj. 

J 
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row. 
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0..* 
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• 1 
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-n-H-T 

ShUAHE lAtTICf 
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THIAMOULA» LATTCI 

a.o 
QMQ oo 

fig. ? - f uni pin configuration ; poaible. 
COAIA : tko. coiz KZQion may b°_ com
peted o& ioveAal fiue.1 coàjunm iup-
poite.d by ptagi. 

The heat t ransfer coefficient between the 
coolant and the cladding is determined by 
assuming that the pin is located at the 
centre of e i ther a square or a hexagonal 
ce l l included in an in f in i t e l a t t i c e (Fig. 
2) or in the centre of a c i rcular tube 
(annular flow). The coolant flow ra t e and 
inlet, temperature can be given as polyno
mial functions of the time. One can a l t e r 
natively specify the clad outer temperature. 

2 . 3 . POOIER AVP MEtlTROW FLUX INPUT. 

The power d i s t r i bu t ion in radial as well as 
in axial d i rec t ion cons t i tu tes a part of 
the input da ta . This power d i s t r ibu t ion 
can vary with the time. Shut-downs or cy
cling times and power ramping can also be ac
curately represented. 

fig. i - Vouiblz coolant cUii. 
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The neutron flux is given for each slice and can be a function of the time. 
For steels irradiated in fast reactors, it corresponds to neutrons of ener
gies higher than 0.1 MeV whilst for Zircaloy irradiated in thermal flux, it 
corresponds to neutrons higher than 1 MeV. 

2.4. PROGRAMME CAPABILITIES. 

COMETHE investigates, in particular, as a function of irradiation time and 
for several cross-sections along the pir. : 

- the temperature profile in the cladding and in the fuel ; 

- the fuel restructuring during irradiation, including cracking ; 

- the tri-dimensional volume variations of the fuel due to thermal expansion, 
radial and axial swelling, densification, plasticity effects due to axial 
or radial restraints ; 

- the contact pressure, if any, between fuel and clad ; 

- the fission , . release and associated inner gas pressure ; 

- the tri-dimen .onal stresses and strains over the thickness of the clad, 
considering thermal and irradiation induced creep ; 

- anisotropic creep of Zircaloy depending on texture ; 

- anisotropic fast flux growth of Zircaloy depending on poles figures ; 

- ridging treatment by a simulation rt the pellet ends behaviour ; 

- 'he steel swelling of the clad in fast reactots. 

Summary resi Its are output as a function of the irradiation time and for each 
axial node ; 

- fuel and clad temperatures ; 

- gap or contact présure and conductance ; 

- fission gas release and inner pressure ; 

- main clad stresses and strains ; 

- etc. 

In addition, detailed results are output at discrete times ; they include a 
complete mapping of the fuel and clad characteristics : temperature, geome
try, density, grain size, cracks profile, ..., for the fuel and temperatures, 
stresses and various components of strains for the clad. Such output pro
vide all necessary information for design purposes (results to be compared 
with criteria or required by other analyses such as physics or LOCA topics) 
and for PIE interpretation (geometry, structure, porosity for the fuel, de
formation for the clad and gas content for the rod). 
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Calibration of various models invoked in the code and of the whole programme 
is continuously being pei ..ortned uffiig the available experimental results obtain
ed by BELGONUCLEAIRE or described in the literature. The agreement obtained 
with the experiments is ratner good at this stage, the theoretical data lying 
generally within the margin of error of the experimental data. 

As pointed out before, the code is very extensive in its treatment of various 
types of fuel-rod design. In addition, a number of options are also availa
ble for taking into account an individual material property or behavioral model. 
For example, six aHernate models of UO2 thermal conductivity are available 
which are based on different sources of reference. Similarly, it is left to the 
user's discretion whether a detailed swelling model taking into account the 
effect of stress and temperature is needed or a much simpler treatment is ade
quate. Recommendations are made in the user's manual C'J* 

* * à 
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3. METHOD OF SOLUTION. 

3. J . GEOMETRICAL MODEL. 

:I.TEMME;:A7E 
PLUG 

For computational reasons, the pin is divided in a number of axial segments : 
the lower plenum - the lower blanket fuel region - the core fuel region -
the upper blanket fuel region - the upper plenum. 

Any fuel region is subdivided into a 
number of slices (Fig. 3) comprising 
average values for the fuel and the 
clad. These elements are divided 
into several co-axial rings (Fig. 3). 
The radii of these rings are selected 
so that their fuel inventory remains 
constant during the overall pin life. 
They are thus time-dependent. 

3.2. CALCULATION TECHNIQUES. 

The variables which are used to cha
racterize the pin at a new time have 
to be calculated from a reference 
state. The classical way is to refer 
to the state at the previous time ?nd 
to calculate only the modifications 
during the time step. The disadvan
tage of this method is the necessity 
of very short time steps and the obli
gation to follow accurately any change 
in irradiation conditions. Moreover, 
the method of convergence has to com
ply with all the models together. 
This leads to difficulties in program
ming (convergence) and to high comput
ing times. Another way has thus been 
introduced : the state at the new time 
of calculation is calculated from the 
cold state pattern that the pin should 
have had if the irradiation had been 
stopped at the previous time of calcul
ation. 

-INTERMEDIATE 
PLUG 

RADIAL RINGS 

F-o;. 3 - Cone, duel coiumn -, gecme-
txicoJL modzl. 

Modifications between the states include two major components : burn-up effects 
during the time step and thermal expansion in the new hot state. They are se
parated in the code as burn-up effects in the first versions of the code were 
independent of temperature. It is shown in Section 2 how a temperature depen
dence has been treated. In this way, the convergence schemes are simplified : 
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burn-up effects during the time step are applied to the cold state, which is 
very simple. They lead to a cold state pattern at the new time which is pro
visional, because it does not include restructuring effects arisirg from the 
effects of the jther models in hot state. When calculations have been perform
ed in hot state from the reference cold state (these calculations are simpli
fied as they do not include burn-up effects any more), the actual cold state 
can be defined (again che state that the fuel pin should have if the irradi
ation were stopped). This general method is illustrated on Fig. U. As it is 
shown, the fuel pattern is mainly calculated in cold state (at the irradi
ation time point of view'» uhilst, at successive times, it is corrected in or
der to be consistent in hot state with the various mechanisms. 

I INITIAL CO.D STATE 

2 MOT STATE |_ 

iPHOMSIONAi 

COO SIATB 

C. NEW 'I 
SWELLS 

Ail the algorithms employed for find
ing che solution to each problem aris
ing in the course of calculations are 
extensively explained in Section 2 of 
tnis report. A large amount of nume-
cal techniques have been required in 
many circumstances. To reduce the 
computing time consumption, appropri
ate convergence acceleration factors 
have been used. Also convenient ex
trapolation rules are set up in defin
ing the time steps duration at each 
time of calculation. In some cases 
(e.g. COMETHE-CRASH convergence), the 
time steps are divided for calcula
tions into certain special subroutines, 
by-passing the large time consuming 
routines and thus, selecting shorter 
calculations paths. A unique feature 
of the code is the determination of 
temperature drop in gap in both cases : 
contact pressure or open gap. The so
lution is the intersection of two cur
ves, one expliciting the relationship 
between the temperature drop and the 
gap of contact pressure (fully determ
ined through heat transfer correlations) 
and the other one giving the mechanic
al response of fuel to the given tempe
rature boundary value. The second cur
ve is not fully known since it requires 
to follow a large time consuming path 
to be determined. This complex problem 

of finding intersection of two curves from which one is known by the fewest points 
as possible (time consumption as low as possible) has been solved in a very ele
gant way, through a modified chords method. 

F<S- 4 GeneAal mttliod c$ the expan-
iicn modal. 

ft * * 
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4. R E L A T E D M A T E R I A L . 

4.1. STAMP A W C0CVT. 

The code requires the mechanical and thermal properties of various sheath mate
rials and also needs the saturation and subcooled properties of various coo
lants. In order to standardize these properties, they are stored on files which 
are called by the computer programme. This provides the following advantages : 

- simplification of input data (only two indexes for the cladding material and 
for the coolant nature) ; 

- reduction of input data errors ; 
- facility to change the properties ; 
- reduction in programme size. 

The files used in COMETHE are generated by the STAMP and C0C0T computer program
mes. The programmes and files are documented (see paragraph 13.). 

4.2. CRASHS. 

CRASHS is an autonom programme calculating the sheath behaviour only. It is a 
simplified version of CRASH, taking into account creep and swelling of cladding 
materials. It has been updated since 1974 only for F BR cladding materials. It 
also uses the STAMP file. 

The input data concerns the clad dimensions and operating conditions at a given 
axial position, the inner gas pressure history, the contact pressure history of 
fuel, the fuel stiffness terms. Output concerns the stresses and strains in 
cladding during irradiation life. 

4.3. SC0PE AND CflMPLg. 

SC0PE and C0MPL0 are plotting programmes using the CDC-DISSPLA library. The 
input data to be plotted are read on punched cards (SC0PE) or from a file on a 
disk or a tape (C0MPL0). The plotting routines are the same in both programmes. 
The punched cards and disk or tapes permanent files are generated by COMETHE. 
The plots concern every time dependent calculated value in COMETHE, auch as cen
tral temperature, surface temperature, fractional gas release, inner pressure, 
etc. : 24 items are covered. 

4.4. C0PACK. 

The C0DACK programme (COMETHE DATA CHECK) is designed tc facilitate the COMETHE 
input data verification. It provide"» a complete list of all input data, includ
ing the standard values. This programme provides an oustanding check of the 
input data. C0DACK also presents the specified power and flux history. It 
uses the STAMP and C0C0T files. 

* * * 
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5. R E S T R I C T I O N S . 

The code has been tested against experiments in a wide range of fabrication 
characteristics and operating conditions, in what concern : 

- the fuel density, from 74 to 98 Z TD ; 

- the fabrication gap (radial), from 15 to 300 pm ; 

- the pellets geometry : full, dished, annular ; 

- the pin diameter : 0.4 to 3 cm ; 

- the plutonium content : 0 to 38 % ; 

- the flux radial depression ; 

- the linear power level ; 

- the burn-up ; 

- the clad temperature ; 

- the clad nature ; 

- the irradiation history ; 

- the fuel stability ; 

- ..., etc. 

Restrictions for COMETHE use consist of the problem sizes : maximum 15 axial 
slices, maximum 50 rings in fuel, etc. These limitations are connected with the 
programme size and can be changed by updating the programme. 

A f t * 

6. COMPUTERS. 

The COMETHE code can be run and has been tested on the following machines : 

IBM 370/158 ; IBM 360/50 ; CDC 6600 ; CDC 7600. 

The source is universal. Only instructions specific to machines other than the 
one considered are set as comments so that the adaptation from one machine to 
another one is quite simple. 

The last version on IBM 3/0/158 is compiled in double precision to achieve same 
performances as on CDC, but the former version run with simple precision. 

* ft * 
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7 . R U N N I N G T I M E . 

The running time depends on a number of rings and s l i ces and on the convergence 
cr i ter ia . For normal use, .1 s (SS) per axial node and time step on CDC 6600 
(10 rings) . On Fig. 5, one sees effect of the number of fuel rings on computer 
time (SS). Appropriate weighting factors for average values over rings have been 
introduced so that sufficient accuracy is achieved with 10 fv.el rings. 

• 

! ' 

! • 

! 
i 

0 

CDC M M 

MINIMI» 

MAX MUM 

10 JO 10 * » 

NUMMK Of tAMM RINM 

Tig. 5 - Running time, [izcond iyttw) ion. one. tirnz. 
itzp and om Alice., cu function ofa numbesi 
o& lacUaJL &u.eZ nJjnqb, fan a. typical calcul
ation on CVC 6600. 

* * É 

8 . P R O G R A M M I N G L A N G U A G E S . 

The C0METHE and related programmes are al l written in FORTRAN IV language. They 
are compatible with IBM-H, I BM-G, C DC-FT N, C DC-RUN compilers. SC0PE, 
C0MPL0 and CRASHS are available only in CD C-vers ions . 

* * * 
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9 . O P E R A T I N G S Y S T E M . 

Poss ibi l i ty i s offered by BELGONUCLEAIRE to provide the licensee with a binary 
f i l e suitable for every IBM or CDC operating system. 

10. M A C H I N E R E Q U I R E M E N T S . 

- Disk or tape units ; 

- Cards reader ; 

- Printer ; 

- Plotter (optionally) ; 

- Cards puncher (optionally). 

BELGONUCLEAIRE frequently uses microfiches to store the COMETHE output listings. 
This is only available from some computer centres. 

11. A U T H O R S . 

The COMETHE Package is the result of extensive work of the following people ; 

P. Bouffioux (BELGONUCLEAIRE). 
G. Capart (presently Westinghouse Nuclear Europe). 
E. De Meulemeester (BELGONUCLEAIRE). 
0. Dupont (formerly BELGONUCLEAIRE). 
R. Godesar (presently Traction ft Electricité). 
M. Guyette (BELGONUCLEAIRE). 
N. Hoppe (BELGONUCLEAIRE). 
M. Lippens (BELGONUCLEAIRE). 
J. Martin (BELGONUCLEAIRE). 
A. Michel (BELGONUCLEAIRE). 
J.P. Poncelet (BELGONUCLEAIRE). 
P. Verbeek (BELGONUCLEAIRE). 

All information requests should be sent to the attention of N. Hoppe 
(BELGONUCLEAIRE). 

* * * 
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1 2 . R E L A T E D D O C U M E N T A T I O N . 

The cuME'l'HE programme and performance have been documented in a number of papers 
and reports : 

M. GUYETTE. 
"CRASH - A Computer Program for the Analyses of Creep and Plasticity in Fuel 
Pin Sheaths". 
K F K - 1050 (1969). 

G. de CONTENSON, J. DEWANDELEER, R. GODESAR, N. HOPPE & M. WATTEAU. 
"Comparison of the Irradiation Results of H2O Type Fuel Pins (UO2 and Zircaloy 4) 
with the Data Predicted by the COMETHE II Program". 
Paper presented at the Symposium sur l'expérience acquise sur le comportement 
des éléments combustibles d'un réacteur de puissance refroidi à l'eau, October 
21-22, 1969. 

R. GODESAR, M. GUYETTE & H. HOPPE 
"COMETHE II - A Computer Code for predicting the Mechanical and Thermal 
Behavior of a Fuel Pin". 
A N S Transactions, vol. 12 n° 2, November 1969, p. 533. 
Nuclear Applications and Technology, vol. 9, August 1970. 

M. GUYETTE. 
"CRASH - A Computer Program for the Evaluation of the Creep and Plastic 
Behavior of Fuel Pin Sheaths". 
A N S 1969 Winter Meeting, San Francisco, December 1, 1969. 
Nuclear Applications and Technology, vol. 9, 60 (1970). 

J. DEWANDELEER, R. GODESAR, N. HOPPE, H. MAYER & E.M. MULLER. 
"Oxide Fuel Behaviour : Comparison of Experimental Results with Predictions 
by the COMETHE II Code". 
Fast Reactor Fuel and Fuel Elements ANS Sponsored Meeting. 
Kars'ruhe, September 1970. 

H. ANDRIESSEN, N. HOPPE, W. DE TAVERNIER & M. S0ENEN. 
"Fast Flux Experiment in the M F B S - 4 - Sodium Loop of the BR-2 Reactor 
at Mol". 
International Meeting Fast Reactor Fuel and Fuel Elements. 
ANS Europe - Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, September 28-30, 1970. 

M. GUYETTE. 
"Cladding Strength Analysis under the Combined Effect of Creep and Plasticity 
in Fast Reactor Environments". 
First International Conference on Structural Mechanica in Reactor Technology, 
Berlin, September 20-24, 1971. 

H. ANDRIESSEN, E. DE MEULEMEESTER & A. TERZAGHI. 
"Irradiation Behaviour in DFR of Fast Reactor Fuel Pins Clad with WN 4961 
Stainless Steel". 
April 1972 - Reactor Meeting of Deutsches Atomforum / KTG in Hambourg. 
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N. HOPPE & M. CUYETTE. 
"Recent Development of the COMETHE Code". 
American Ceramic Society Meeting, Washington DC, May 6-11, 1972. 

E. DE MEULEMEESTER, N. HOPPE, G. de CONTENSON & M. WATTEAU. 
"Review of Work carried out by BELGONUCLEAIRE of the COMETHE Computer Code with 
the Aid of In-Pile Experimental Results". 
BSE S, October 15-19, 1973. 

"Fuel Rod Modeling Performance for Fast Reactors". 
BN 7311-01 (November 1, 1973). 

G. CAPART. 
"Fission Gas Release from Oxide Fuel". 
3N 7311-02 (November 2, 1973). 

N. HOPPE & al. 
"COMETHE III-G, A Computer Code for predicting Mechanical and Thermal Behaviour 
of a Fuel Pin. Part 1 : General Description". 
BN 7405-02 (May 2, 1974). 

Ibidem. "Part 2 : User Notes". 
BN 7 4 0 5 - 0 3 (May 3 , 1974). 

Ibidem. "Part 3 : Coding D e t a i l s " . 
BN 7 4 0 5 - 0 4 (May 4 , 1974). 

Ibidem. "Part 6 : STAMP and COCOT Libraries'*. 
BN 7501 - 0 8 (January 8 , 197 5 ) . 

E. DE MEULEMEESTER. 
" D F R - 3 5 0 and D F R - 4 3 5 Experiments. Compariso.' between COMETHE III -E Ca lcu l 
a t i o n s and Pos t - Irrad ia t ion Examinations on Four Fuel Pins". 
BN 7 5 0 4 - 0 6 (April 6 , 1975). 

N. HOPPE. 
"COMETHE III-G for Fuel Rod Behavior Predict ions". 
Trans A N S - E N S 2£ (1975) 219. 

P. VERBEEK. 
"RAPSODIE I Experiment. Comparison between COMETHE III-H Calcu la t ions and 
Pos t - Irrad ia t ion Examinations on Four Fuel Pins". 
BN 7 5 0 8 - 0 2 (August 2 , 1975). 

N. HOPPE, E. DE MEULEMEESTER, P. BOUFFI0UX & P. VERBEEK. 
"COMETHE III-H for Fuel Rod Behavior Predict ione". 
Paper presented at the 1975 Winter Annual ASM E Meeting. 
Houston, Texas, November 30-December 4, 1975. 
ASME 75-WA/HT-75. 

"Light Water Reactor Fuel Rod Modeling Code Evaluat ion. Phase I Topical Report". 
C E N P D - ; 0 9 (1975). EPRI RP-397 Projec t . 

Ibidem. "Phase II Topical Report". 
C E N P D - 2 1 8 (1976) . EPRI RP-397 Projec t . 
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H. TOBBE, P. VERBEEK, B. STEINMETZ & N. HOPPE. 
"Analysis of RAPSODIE I P I E Results by the Fuel Rod Modelling Codec 
IAMBUS and COMETHE for Use in S NR -Design". Reaktortagung (1976) Dusseldorf. 

B. STEINMETZ, P. VERBEEK & D. HAAS. 
"Analysis of RAPSODIE I Fuel Pin P I E Results by the Fuel Rod Modelling Codes 
IAMBUS and COMETHE". 
ITB 76.32 (BN 7603 - 01) (March 1, 1976). 

N. HOPPE & E. DE MEULEMEESTER. 
"Application of the COMETHE Code to LOCA Analysis". 
Paper presented at a Spec ia l i s t s Meeting on the Behaviour of Water Reactor 
Fuel Elements under Accident Conditions", Spatind (Norway), September 13-16, 1976 

N. HOPPE & P. VERBEEK. 
"Restructuring and Relocation in Oxide Fuels". 
Invited Paper at ANS Winter Meeting, Washington, November 1 5 - 1 9 , 1976. 

* * * 
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13. P A C K A G E . 

The contents of the programme package is listed below : 

Programmes. 

- COMETHE binary file ; 

- COMETHE source file (optionally) ; 
- STAMP and C0C0T data files ; 
- STAMP and C0C0T programmes sources files (optionally) ; 
- CRASHS source file (optionally) ; 
- SC0PE and C0MPL0 sources files (optionally) ; 
- C0DACK source file (optionally). 

Documentation. 

- COMETHE III-J General description, BN 7 6 0 9 - 0 1 , Part I. 

- COMETHE III-J User notes, BN 7609-02 , Part I I . 

- COMETHE III-J Coding d e t a i l s , BN 7 6 0 9 - 0 3 , (optional ly) , Part I I I . 

- COMETHE III-J List ing, BN 7609-05 , (optional ly) , Part V. 

- COMETHE I I I - J , STAMP and COCOT, BN 7 6 0 9 - 0 6 , P a r t V I . 

- COMETHE III-J Notebook, BN 7609-07 , (opt ional ly) , Part VII. 

- COMETHE III-J , CODACK, BN 7609-08 , (optional ly) , Part VIII. 

- COMETHE I I I - J , SCOPE and COMPLO, BN 7 6 0 9 - 0 9 ( o p t i o n a l l y ) , P a r t I X . 

- COMETHE I I I - - J Sample p r o b l e m s , BN 7 6 0 9 - 1 0 , P a r t X. 

- INPUT DATA simplified formularies for data preparation. 

* * 
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The first section of this report has been devoted to a general presentation of 
the COMETHE III-J programme. That section was directed to the potential user of 
the code. The following section aims at describing in detail the modelling fea
tures of the programme. It ie directed to people which are actively engaged in 
the red modelling field. Therefore, it is not surprising that some items al
ready cited in the first section are repeated in this section. 

The cede can handle UO2 or U02_Pu02 fuel rods ar.d solid or annular pellets with 
various end face geometries. The filling gas can be a pressurized or non-
pressurized mixture of He, N2, Co, Xe, Kr, etc. The cladding can be gas tight 
cr vented. The properties of ten different cladding materials (Zircaloys, dif
ferent grades of stainless steels, Incoloy, Inconel, Hasteloy, etc.) are stored 
in ;•. puberty file. A number of different coolants (water, sodium, NaK, CO2, 
helium) and cooling geometries can also be treated. Thus, the code can easily 
simulate the irradiation environment of BWR, PWR, F BR or GCR rods, or of 
specially designed experimental assemblies. 

The code performs thermal and structural calculations of the fuel rod as func
tions of power history and coolant conditions. An axial power profile is simu
lated by varying the power along the axial slices of the fuel region. Ten con
centric ri.igs (up to a maximum of 50 rings) of equal mass are considered in the 
fuel and four (up to 10) in the cladding. 

Axially varying geometry and operating conditions are treated with circumferen
tial symmetry at each of the axial regions. The fuel is divided into three axial 
regions (core and upper and lower blankets) and each of these regions may have 
different pellet characteristics. Each region of the fuel is segmented into a 
number of equal slices for which average values are considered. Fission gas 
generation and release are calculated for each of these slices. Internal pres
sure of the rod is calculated by taking into account the free volumes and asso
ciated temperatures in those slices and in the plena. The code calculates tem-
eratures, stresses and deformations in the fuel rod as a function of operating 
history. Axisymmetric, generalized plane strain conditions are assumed in the 
structural calculation of the clad. Varied operating history can be simulated 
including pover transients. However, the transient calculations are not fully 
dynamic as a succession of equilibrium steps is assumed for these calculations. 

Since COMETHE III-J contains a series of one-dimensional calculations, the local 
fuel-clad stress / strain due co end face geometries such as chamfering, hour 
glassing, etc., are not considère*.. No friction between pellet and cladding is 
taken into account. Nevertheless, ridging effects can be analysed through the 
concept of dummy slices and different fuel expansions. Also due to axisymmetric-
am formulation, strain concentration in the cladding due to pellet cracking can
not be treated. 

The code is unique in its pivot concept in the treatment of the pellet cracking. 
'X is used for the radial fuel reoistribution within the fuel rod (for accom-
nodat'.ng volume expansion due to thermal expansion, swelling, etc.) with out
ward relocation of the fuel pellet. The shape of the cracks is calculated and 
used to determine the fuel -clad interaction forces. Many models were defined 
starting from PIE evidence rather than on "mathematical" basis with a system 
of equations involving gross assumptions (e.g. plane strain in the fuel is not 
assumed in the code). 

* * * 
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1. H E A T T R A N S F E R M O D E L S . 

The programme involves several heat transfer models for the determination of 
the temperature distribution in the various zones of the pin. 

Î.I. HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN CQOLMD ANP CLAP. 

The clad outer temperature can be calculated, if required, from the coolant tem
perature and film temperature drop. 

The model assumes a forced convection heat transfer between clad and coolant. 
Static coolant (e.g., capsules) has thus to be simulated by a flowing coolant or 
by a given clad temperature distribution. The coolant properties are given in 
the C0C0T description. 

Heat transfer coefficient can be calculated using formulas involving the pitch / 
diameter ratio and relating the Nusselt number to the Reynolds and Frandtl num
bers or to the Peclet number. Moreover, the Reynolds, Prandtl and Nusselt num
bers can be determined at either the bulk or average film or clad surface tempe
rature. 

The detailed correlations presently used in the programme are given below. A 
hot spot factor can also be introduced. 

(a) Sodium. 

Triangular lattice. 

The following correlations have been chosen according to Maresca and Dwyer [_8j : 

- for 1 .4 < P./D < 3 

Nu - 6.66 + 3.I26(P/D) + I.I84(P/D)2 + O.OI555(Pe)0-86 

- for 1 < P/D < 1.4 (calculated correlation based on Maresca and Dwyer graph 
and on the correlation fc P/D » 1) 

Nu - 0.53 + 20.7(P/D-I)0,532 + f 0.00625 + 0.0291 (P/D - 1 )°'4°8 J . (Pe)0,78 

and for P/D - 1 

Nu - 0.120(Pe)0,4 

where P is the lattice pitch ; 

D is the rod diameter. 
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These correlations are illustrated 
on Fig. 6. 

Square lattice. 

The following correlations have been 
chosen : 

- for 1.375 < P/D <, 10 [9] 

Nu = 7 + 4.24(P/D)'*52 - 0.0275 

(P/D)°-27(Pe)°-8 

- for 1 < P/D < 1.375, the following 
corre la t ion has been derived by ex
t rapolat ion of the preceding and 
next re la t ions : 

0.213 Nu = 0.48 + 16.44(P/D- I) 

+ 0.0602(P/D) -0.0529 

and for P/D = 1 [ 8 ] 

] (Pe)°-£ F.Ù). 6 - Sodium heat t tauj^ct ccviel-
atic\'. $ci tiiangulca icuttid 
\P/V -- pitch C'L'C.I pni diame.tc 
n.cut ic ) . 

Nu » 0.48 + 0.0133(Pe) 0 , 7 . 

These correlations are illustrated on Fig. 7] 

Concentric annulus. 

The following correlation has been cho
sen according to L'^J ; 

I*u - 4.63 + 0.686 P + (0.02154-0.43 

ln-4_, (0.752 + 0.01657 P-0.000883 P2) 

where P is the ratio of the outer to inner 
diameter of the cell. 
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PEcier NuwaEit 

F-ùj. S - Sodium kzaX. Viam^nn. coiKet-
ation fan. anrulaA. falow. 

This correlation i s i l lustrated on 
Fig. 8 . 

(fa) Plate*. 

Forced convection. 

The Dittus -Boelter correlation C''3 
is appropriate if the wall temperatu
re is below the saturation temperatu
re : 

h - 0.023 k°- 6De-°- 2G 0-V 0-V' 4 

vt rtTC r> 0.8„ 0.4 

or Nu » .025 Re Pr 

where G is the mass flow rate. 

Local boiling. 

The Jens and Lottes correlation fll] 
is used when the wall temperature is 
above the saturation temperature : 
. - .,,_ 0.01582 Po 0.75 ,„, 2 „. 
h • 0.1267 e ^ (W/cm .K) 

Bulk boil ing DO. 
. . .., _ 0.24 0.72 ,„. 2 „. 
h » 0.147 Po V (W/cm .K) 

(c) Gat. 

where Po is the coolant pressure 9 

(kg/cm ) and <fi is the heat flux (W/cm ), 

The Nusselt number is correlated to the Reynold** and the Prandtl numbers and 
to wall and coolant tebperatures by Ql2] : 

Nu - 0.019 Re0,8Pr 
0.4 / Tw 

-P.9 

Y (1) 

T is the coolant temperature ; 

T is the wall temperature (outer temperature of the clad), given by 

q"D n e 
T « T + 
w c k Nu 

(2) 

where q" is the heat flux ; 

is the equival n*. 

k is the coolant conductivity 

D is the equival n*. diameter ; 
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In formulas (1) and (2), the physical properties of the coolant are based on 
the wall temperature. 

The heat transfer coefficient and the wall temperature are determined by an 
iterative procedure. 

In case of gaseous coolant, an artificial roughness on part of the clad length, 
increasing the film heat transfer, can be accommodated. 

1.2. FUEL - CLAP HEAT TRANSFER. 

The temperature drop between fuel and clad is estimated by two different methods 
depending on the existence or non existence of a contact pressure between fuel 
and clad. 

The heat transfer coefficient between two rough solid surfaces is determined by 
a combination of different mechanisms : 

h - f (h ,h .. J + h .. _. 
gas contact radiation 

... . k with h » » ^ ,—— - z r— gas 5 + 1 + 1 + D . A 

with * is the gap distance (averaged distance between fuel and clad)(mechanical) ; 

1 and 1~ are the extrapolation lengths at both surfaces ; 

k is the gas mixture conductivity ; 

D . X is the thermal equivalent gap due to the total arihtmetical mean 
roughness of the fue and of the clad. 

The thermal gap is defined by the sum 5 + D • X . 

The different models of calculation used for the gas mixture conductivity, the 
extrapolation lengths, the accommodation coefficients, the contact heat transfer 
coefficient and the radiation coefficient are explained in the next sections. 

1.2.1. GAP CONDUCTANCE. 

If the gap is open, the programme calculates the temperature drop according to the 
conduction theory including gas accommodation effects ; the conductance of the gap 
is based on the thermal conductivity of a gas mixture calculated according to 
Lindsay's model [l3][l4]. 

(a) Conductivity oj gcu W'.xXwie.. 

> . £ Ü 
*- A c i H « * 

j-l 
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where C. is the concentration of component i (-) ; 

k. is the conductivity of pure gas i (W/cm*C) ; 

n is the number of components ; 

and . j r 'i (\ V '»v* "Ti' "•Tvi"/1 

'y - T 1 '*[~\-ir-J -rrrrrrJ ƒ •—rrrrn— 
where M. is the molecular weight (-) ; 

T is the aDSolute temperature (°K) ; 

S. is the Sutherland constant (°K) ; 

M. k Cp. 9 - 5 Cv /Cp 
and ^—^^ » i ~ • •• «>^^M>—^Uaw^-. 

H. k. Cp. 9 - 5 Cv./Cv. 

where Cp. is the specific heat for pure gas i (J/g°C). 

One considers a possible mixture of seven standard gases : Kr, Xe, Hr, Ar, H~0, 
N2 and H2. 

The temperature dependence of the conductivity of gases gas been established 
after comparing data from [l3ll4ll5ll6jl7Xl83. 

A linear temperature dependence teemed sufficient to represent the experimental 
results in the usual range of application, but an exponential function would be 
more appropr'ate : 

k - k (1 + B.t) 
o l 

where t is in °C. 

The influence of the temperature and of the pressure on the conductivity and on 
the ratio Cp./Cp. has been neglected. 

(b) txtmpctauUon lengths. 

They are given by [ l 9 ] : 

oc + or - a or V I 
l * 1 1 2 1 2 4 * m 

1 2 " « j a2 1 • Cv/Cp n Cp 

where k, n and Cp are the conductivity, v iscos i ty and specific heat of the 
mixture ; 

file:///-ir-J
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ot. is the accommodation coefficient at the fuel surface ; 

<*2 i» the accommodation coefficient at the clad surface ; 

L is the mean free path of the molecules. 
m 
One has also : 

Cv/Cp - 0.6 in most cases, neglecting the diatomic molecules ; 

A k I 9 - 5 Cv/Co „ , c 

Thus, one gets, in good approximation : 

oc + a - a a 
1 2 12 

1. + 1, - — • -=- i-=- 3.75 L 
1 2 Œ « m 

L is given by E14] : 

Lmo 1 + S/273 T 
m " 7éÔ p 1 + S/T 573" 

e 

where L is the mean free path at 0CC and 1 mm Hg for the mixture (cm) ; 
mo . 
p is the pressure (kg/cm ) ; 

S is the Sutherland constant for the gas mixture (*K) 

T is the average gas temperature (°K). 

One gets L and S by averaging each component by the molar concentration : 
mo 

mo 
i-1 

n 

> C.L . 
(_, i moi 

L - l 

" I CiSi 

S 

i-1 

The total accommodation coefficient «" 0f the gat with both surfaces is given by 
the harmonic mean of the accommodation coefficients : 

— or a 
« I 2 

By using thia relation, the sum of the extrapolation lengtha is calculated by : 
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! . , 7s 2 - • Ln»o ' *~Z73~ T 
i]2 J./3 . . 760 _ p s • -575-

a *e 1 + -T~ 

The pressure effect is, therefore, noticeable compared to other simplified models 
like the empirical Ross and Stoute model. 

(c) Accommodation cci&&ucA.znt. 

Assuming elastic collisions between gas atoms and wall atoms, the accommodation 
coefficient can be determined by the classic formula [.20J : 

( M - m Y 
" ̂  M + m J 

4 mM 
2" 

(M + m) 

where M is the atomic mass of the gas ; 

m is the atomic mass of the wall. 

However, this formula is purely theoretical, because the fuel surface involved 
is not U, for example, but U0.. 

The collision probability of gas atoms with U and 0 can be estimated proportional 
to the respective section. The section of an atom is proportional to the square 
of its radius, which is proportional to the cubic root of its mass. Consequent
ly, the section is proportional to the 2/3 power of the atom weight. 

Applying that principle to relation (1), the actual accommodation coefficient 
from a gas with a solid wall A B is related by : 

x y 

4 m. M A 

(M + m.) x . 

4mBM 

2 ' 
(M + mg) x 

4 M 
2/3 „. 

x . mA * y . 

x . 1 
2 /3 

nA 
2/3 ^ 2/3 

mA + y . mB 

2/3 
x . « B 

2/3 
' mA 

2/3 
mB 

2/3 
f y • m

B 

r * m5/3 
x . m. 

A t 
(M + mA ) 2 

y 

(M 

• 4" 1 
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Results for particular cases are plotted in Fig. 9 for the following fuels and 
cladding : 

U02 - Fe203 

U02 - Zr02 

U02 - Fe 

U02 - Zr 

U02 - A1203 

(or U02 - Pu02 instead of U02) 

r "7_" "i—•—i—!—r u~'^~ 
,~ 1UOjor U O J - P U O J »itri. j ' ' "~^~ 

J 1 li-uj Ui-iJ—l 
yi 5 8 7(910 f » I T 
~ * .1 a . 

) } 

G»5 ATOMIC WEIGHT 

f 100 
Kr 

no 
U,r\i 

fig. 9 - \ccommadaution coe.6&icÂe.nt& <$ci <jcveAa£ 
cladding:,. 

The curve ÜO2 -AI2O3 has been investigated experimentally by Guiliani and 
Mustacchi C20D- T n e v found it to be in agreement with the theoretical curve. 

Prasolov [2l] used in his calculation « • 0.22 for the system magnox - helium -
uranium while the theoretical value if 0.227. 

As the inner gas is a mixture of different gases, the accomodation coefficient 
of a gas mixture has to be defined. An expression is given by £20j : 

mixture 

1 1 

v/M~ 
1 

C. 
1 

s / M -

file:///ccommadaution
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where Œ. is the accommodation coefficient for each gas ; 

M. is the atomic ĉ  particular weight of each gas. 

One can see on Figs. 10 and II, the influence of the pressure on the extrapol
ation lengths. These extrapolation lengths are different for each gas. 
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Fig. 10 - Jap heat tuani^e/i cot^i-
cient at 1 kg/cm? (includ
ing accomnodation t^zctb) 

Tig. 11 - Gap heat -twn^e/i cozfoic.ie.nt 
at 10 fcg/cm' (including gai 
accomodation e^ecti. 

id] Radiation. 

The heat transfer coefficient by radiation is given by : 
4 4 

a 1 2 

f | ' 2 

http://cozfoic.ie.nt
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where a 

e 

5.67 10 W/cm °K , is the Stephan - Boltzmann -constant ; 

is the emissivity of the pellet surface (-) ; 

is the emissivity of the inner clad surface (-) ; 

is the temperature of the pellet surface (*K) ; 

is the temperature of the inner clad surface (*K). 
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fig. 7 2 - Fuel emii-siviXy [U0„ and UO. - Pu0„), 

This contribution is rat 
important compared to the 
conduction contribution in 
normal cases (a few per
cent maximum). 

The fuel emissivity for 
U02 and U02 - Pu02 is given 
in Fig. 12 according to 
[23] : 

t - 0.725 - 0.235 

tanh (1.375 l0~3t-1.945) 

1.2.2. CONTACT RESISTANCE. 

In case of contact pressure between two solids (fuel and clad), the programme 
can use either the Cetinkale and Fishenden model [l9] or the Dean formula Q22]. 
The two possibilities give comparable results in most cases, the second leading 
to smaller computing time. Thes* models are described below. 

(a) Vean'i modeZ [22]. 

The heat transfer coefficient is given by : 

gas contact radiation 
h 

contact 

where a 

a 

sh 

r g e 

sh " *ge 

0.388 . 10~2 (W/kg'C) for stainl ess steel claddings ; 

0.485 ,n"2 10 (W/kg'C) for Zircaloy cladding. 

is the contact pressure (kg/cm ). 
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(b) Cvtinkale. and f-iahenden'& modzl [~19~|-

The heat transfer coefficient h is given by : 

k 
h * u n ys + h ,. ... 

C . A radiation 

where D . X is the thermal equivalent gap due to the fuel and clad roughnesses 
(product of the sum of the surfaces roughness D multiplied by a 
profile factor X of the rugosities) ; 

k is the effective conductivity of the gas ; 

and U is a dimensionless coefficient given by the following formula : 

U - ! + 
K.K2 

Vg-'ii^T-'} 
2 

where the dimensionless constants K., K- and K, are given by : 

D . X + 1 + 1 
K, 
1 r. 

K. - Vp /Y 2 *ge 

k 

s 

with rj - 0.0048 . D . A . (K 2)"
5 / 3 

2 k-k 
k ^6. 
s k, +k 

f g 

D .X k - k . 
g 0 D . X + lj • 12 

In these formulas : 

k is the conductivity of the „as (W/cm.K) ; 

1 and 1„ are the extrapolation lengths (cm) ; 

kf is the conductivity of the fuel at the contact temperature (W/cm.K) ; 
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is the conductivity of the clad at the contact temperature (W/cm.K) ; 
2 

is the contact pressure (kg/cm ) ; 
2 

is the Meyer hardness (assumed to be three times the yield strength)(kg/cm ) ; 

is a profile coefficient (ratio of the wavelenghts to the total roughness 
of the surface profile)(-). 

1.3. TEMPERATURE PISTRIBüTIM IN THE FUEL. 

In each ring of each slice, the volumetric power density is deduced from the 
mass power density and the fuel density. The mass power density ie derived from 
the axial and radial power distribution. 

With these values, the temperature distribution is calculated from the outer 
ring to the centre applying the classic.il conduction equations in each ring. Axial 
conduction is neglected. The thermal conductivity of the fuel is considered to 
be a function of temperature, porosity and burn-up ; this last influence results 
from the decrease of the density by swelling (solid or gaseous fission products), 
but can also be directly specified. Stoichiometry effect is not taken into account. 

A correction factor can be applied to the fuel conductivity, which can account e.g. 
for Pu-content. The available conductivity laws are given below; some of them 
are recommended (see Fart II). 

Six correlations are considered for U0~ fuel : 

- Law 1 [24J25J data smoothed by square fitting : 

k - , °'n85
nL > " 0.00333 + 0.943 10_5t - 1.1 10_8t2 + 0.437 I o"1 ' t3 

- Law 3 [26] 

. 40.05 .,,., ,rTl2T3 

ko " t * 402.4 * °-6416 '° T 

- Law 5 [27] 

k " °'013 + t<!0.0«3 • 0.4465 Î T 

" Law 7 L"27] for U 02 fuel : 

k - 0.057 - 0.4 104t + 0.12 1 0 - 7 t 2 

o 

k 
g 

V 
Y 
A 
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1 - a 5 
k - k 2 

o T - a . 0.036 

with a • 2.58 - 0.00058 t. 

- Law 8 [29] 

it il tl 

- Law 9 [30] 

* ft a; 

Three correlations are considered for mixed oxide (U0, - PuO») fuel : 

- Law 2 hi"1 

k - 0.0263 + 6.77 10_6t - 1.382 10_8t2 • 5 10-,2t3 

o 

- Uw 4 [26132] 
2 

Same law as 3 , but minus 0.002 W/cm s . 

' ±2LA O M 
2 

Same law as 5, but minva 0.002 W/cm s. 

For laws 1, 2, 3 or A, the porosity effect is given by the Biancheria function 
[33], smoothed by square fitting : 

-£— - ' - J .029 f - 0.320 I0"V - 0.401 10"V • 0.158 I0"V 
o 
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The U02 thermal conductivity according to laws 1, 3, 5, 8, 9 are given on Fig. 13 
for different densities. The Biancheria density influence is given on Fig. 14. 

k is the thermal conductivity (W/cm'C) ; 

t is the temperature (°C) ; 

T is the temperature (°K) ; 

{ is the local porosity (-) ; 

ml 1 1 1 — . 1 • 
KM '500 ISOO J 000 1SO0 

TEMPERATURE I ' d 

Fig. 13 - TktAmal conductivity o^ UQ„ according to 
lam 1, 3, 5, S and 9 o£ tnz ttxt. 
[Vnn&ity 100 I TV). 

-fia. 14 - PonoiUij iii<LLt. on UÛ2 and UO» - Puöz 
thznmal conductivity. 
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An important fact has co be stressed in what concerns this porosity effect on 
fuel thermal conductivity. The porosity which is input in the Biancheria func
tion and in the porosity functions is not the physical porosity (see paragraph 
2.3.). It describes only the swelling effects. This "effective" porosity mea
sures the lattice defects production during irradiation, as well through pores 
creation (fission gas bubble swelling) as through accumulation in inclusions or 
aggregates of solid fission products. In our mind, the Biancheria function fea
tures very well the effect of both phenomena : decrease in thermal conductivity 
due to pores and burn-up influence on the conductivity. The first effect is 
described in this formulation, since the physical porosity is also incorporated 
in the effective porosity. The second effect is also considered since the aggreg
ation of solid fission products is also incorporated in the effective porosity. 
This audacious interpretation of the porosity functions has proven to provide 
very good agreement with experiment, either a hif . and low burn-up. This is in 
opposition with other codes where the as-fabric&ced porosity is used for the 
conductivity through all the irradiation. 

1.4. TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN CLAP. 

The classical heat conduction equation is used in each ring, the conductivity 
being averaged over the whole ring. 

* * * 
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2. F U E L E X P A N S I O N . 

2 . 1 . INTRODUCTION. 

The fuel exapnsion is the most complex mechanism in the pin, as it results from : 

- thermal expansion ; 

- radial cracking of the oxide resulting from the differential thermal expansion ; 

- swelling including the volume increase due to fission products and the in-pile 
fuel shrinkage (also called densification) ; 

- densification by columnar grain growth at elevated temperature and in presence 
of thermal gradient, creation of a central hole ; 

- change of the fuel conductivity resulting from irradiation effects ; 

- axial boundary condition ; 

- radial boundary condition ; 

- straining by elasticity and plasticity due to inner and outer stresses. 

All these mechanisms are interconnected ; therefore, the solution is found by 
iteraction procedures. 

Radial relocation of the pellet is treated by fuel cracking, crack filling, and 
fission product swelling. The fission gas bubble swelling is an important compo
nent of the gap closure mechanism. The relocation mechanism used is an implicit 
result of all the models described below, rather than a methodological model 
based on empirical considerations. Fuel creep is not explicitely treated in the 
code, however, creep effects are partly simulated by elastic -plastic treatment 
of the fuel. The fuel below 1400*C is treated elastically and transfers the 
load to the cladding after fuel-cladding contact occurs. It is assumed that the 
fuel above 1A00°C is ideally plastic and cannot support any stresses. As a con
sequence of the plasticity of fuel, inward redistribution of fuel volume is 
allowed without development of fuel-cladding contact pressure. Cracked fuel 
sections can move inwards through clad restraint until they either come in con
tact at the plastic radius or the plastic fuel region is completely filled. No 
additional inward movement of the fuel can take place without fuel-clad contact 
pressure, which results in clad stressing. Fuel redistribution results in suc
cessive filling of the cracks, the central hole and the dish volume. 

2.2. MAIN ASSUMPTIONS. 

The assumptions made in the code are the following : 

- no fuel axial movement is allowed, except by axial expansion or axial squeezing 
of the plastic zone ; 

- the geometry is cylindrical ; 

- the local effects in the cladding in front of cracks are ignored ; 
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- ridging is simulated in the dummy slices only ; 

- fission gas bubble swelling is an empirical model, linked with the fission gas 
release model and equiaxed grains growth model ; 

- densification by columnar grains growth is time and temperature dependent ; 

- perfect sliding between fuel and clad if the gap is open. Stick contact if 
gap closed (depending on options) ; 

- fuel creep is not considered. 

2.3. VARIABLES CHARACTERIZING THE FUEL STATE. 

Only the most important variables which are used to describe the fuel state are 
defined here. 

Radii : R. and r. : 
i l 

Respectively "cold" and "hot" outer radii of the fuel ring od index i ; the index 1 
is for the outer surface of the pellet. 

Height : Y. and y. : 

Cold and hot height of a reference axial length of fuel for the ring i (the re
ference is, for example, a pellet). 

Porosity : Ï . and {. : 

Fuel porosity for the ring and at the node. It is defined as the relative diffe
rence between the actual fuel density and the theoretical density at cold state. 
These variables are used to characterize the swelling : 

Let V, AV, 5V : elementary fuel volume and volume swelling ; 
7 : fuel density : y •* 1 - { ; 
o, e, s : index for initial time and times at end and start of time step, 

One has the absolute swelling, through the volumes : 

V 
e 

V 
0 

and 

6V 
V 
o 

v - ; 
e o V 
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1 -*o 

1 -*e 

AV 
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0 
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Any swelling effect can thus be characterized by these porosities, for average 
ring values or for local values. 

The porosity is not the physical porosity seen, e.g., on macrographs. It descri
bes only the overall swelling effects. To get the physical value of it, one has 
Co deduce Che solid fission produces svelling concribucion. Ic is chis unphysical 
value which is input in the conductivity laws (see paragraph 1.3.). 

Fuel tangential permanent deformation : « f . 

This variable is used to account for any change in fuel inventory (weight) on a 
border circumference of a ring Ç> 0 or < 0). 

Cracking factor : F, f. 

The relative width of the radial cracks in cold and hot state respectively, i.e. 
the amount the fuel opening on a circumference. 

It can be evaluated in hot state and in cold state by referring the pattern where 
it is calculated to the as-fabricated pattern (index o). Let r the hot radius 
where it is evaluated. If the circumference was contracted in order to suppress 
the radial cracking, its equivalent hot radius would be : 

r = r(l - f) 
eq 

That equivalent radius is referred to the corresponding as-fabricated radius and 
dif' :s by tangential deformations : 

'eq^oO * \ ° j<' +ŒT><' + <fe> 

the first deformation is the tangential component of the swelling (n » 1/3, if 
the swelling is isotropic) and can be evaluated by the porosities : 

i t n 

('T*) 
the second one is the thermal expansion, <xT ; 

the third one is the fuel tangential permanent deformation. 

The cracking fraction in cold state is evaluated in the same way from R, but 
without the thermal expansion component. 
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I INITIAL COLO ST4TE 

2.4. GENERAL METHOV. 

The hot fuel geometry is calculated starting from a cold state (including swelling) 
(all temperatures at 20°C) and takes into account the thermal expansion, the crack
ing, the densification and the axial limitations regardless of the clad geometry, 
which is calculated separately. As it can be seen on Fig. 15, the calculations 

form a loop. The description of the dif
ferent models will be given in sequence, 
the starting and the final points being 
the hot state at the end of a time step, 
following the path of Fig. 15. The state 
2 is assumed to be well characterized, 
all the variables describing the state 
being known. 

Z.5. PATH 2 - 3 [HOT STATE TO COLV STATE) . 

In hot state, there is a radial zone where 
the fuel sectors are circumferentially 
in contact. This contact can be due to 
cracks filling by columnar grains or by 
fuel swelling or due to the fact that the 
fuel is plastic in the inner part of the 
pellet. The most external point of this 
zone is characterized by the so-called 
"effective cracking radius", r c e, or pi
vot. In the course of calculations, when 
the power is reduced to zero, the cracks 
pattern from one state to the other one 
is calculated assuming that this particu
lar circumference acts as a pivot when the 
temperature falls down. The cold state 
radius, R , corresponding to r c e, is given 
by : 

L.r*0W90NM 

COLO S t t l f 

' — 

z HOT sure 

« NEW rue 
SWËLLIHO 

1 MTUU. 

CUOSUTE 

Fig. 15 - GtneAtxl mtXhod oti tkz expan
sion modol. 

ce 
I (1 + <*T) 

where <* i8 the linear thermal expansion coefficient at temperature T. 

The other radii in cold state are determined by a continuity equation, assuming no 
circumferential cracks : 

ce J 1 / (I • «T) dr 

ce 
Because of the discretization (rings), this is input in a slightly different form, 
for each ring : 

A R - Ar / (I * <xT) 
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this equation being applied successively to each outside and inside rings start
ing from the effective cracking radius R . 

The cracking factor is then checked, in cold state. 

One knows that for each ring : 

R = R(l - F) 
eq 

or F = 1 - R /R 
eq 

where R - R ( 1 eq o \ 

n 

o ' 

taking into account the permanent deformations to the previous cold state pattern. 

If there is overlap (F negative), the fuel is moved outwards till the minimum 
amount of cracking is zero. 

The other cold state characteristics are determined by : 

Y » y/(l • cxT) 

T - 7 . (1 + «T) 3 

where Y, y slice local height respectively in cold state and in hot state ; 

r, y local density respectively in cold state and in hot state. 

The cold state pattern obtained by this way can be considered as the actual one 
if the power is shut-down. 

2.6. PATH 3-4-5 (TIME STEP). 

During the time duration, the fuel pellets suffer some changes. The fuel swells, 
densities, columnar grains grow, equiaxed grains grow, gases are produced and 
released, etc. These phenomena result in permanent deformations and redefinition 
of new states, for each slice. 

During the path at cold state, only the effects of swelling and densification are 
calculated, leading to a provisional cold state. Restructuring, which occurs 
in hot state mechanisms, is described in the next section (2.7.). Models applied 
here assume constant fuel temperature at hot state through all the time steps. 

The swelling and densification phenomena are modelled in COMETHE as follows. 
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2.6.1. FUEL SWELLING AND DENSIFICATION MODELS, 

(a) Model nAfcd up to vvnion 111-I [34]. 

The fuel expansion (swelling) associated with retention of gaseous and solid fis
sion products inside the fuel lattice has been correlated to the burn-up, for 
uranium fuels, through a theoretical swelling coefficient P nf. [35]. 

This fuel swelling model takes into account an internal accommodation into the 
internal voidage and an outer apparent swelling. The model is based on the as
sumption that, at any time, the ratio of the actual inner swelling accommodation 
to the macroscopic volume increase is proportional to the ratio of the respective 
surfaces. As the volume of the internal voidage decreases with time due to the 
inner swelling accommodation, the apparent outer swelling rate increases progres
sively towards an asymptotic value corresponding to the swelling of a 100 % dense 
material. 

This model, therefore, takes into account the influence of the initial bulk density 
on the swelling rate ; its analytical development [34], leads to the following cor
relation : 

-F A V 

o 
(• V ° - ' H 

AV . 
where -ss— is the apparent volume expansion by swelling ; 

o 
bu is the burn-up (MWd/t) ; 

r is the initial bulk density ; 
0 -1 

(3,00 is the swelling rate of a 100 Z dense oxide ((MWd/t) ) ; 

f is a density correction factor (*) ; 

F is a geometrical factor (k). 
The calibration of the model by means of the results of Bettis experiments [36] 
has led to the following coefficients : 

0 ) O O - 1.82 x 10"
6 (MWd/t.ox)"1 

f - 0.1492(1 - r ) - 0 - 7 4 6 

o 

F - 100 

(*) These f and F are not to be confused with the cracking fractions. 
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fig. 16 - Oxide. jjue£ nve.UA.ng (III-E model) ^oh va-
nioui -initial bulk deniitieA. 

The re su l t s swelling curves are given on Fig . 16 for different i n i t i a l d e n s i t i e s . 
The var ia t ion of the fuel density due to the swelling i s given on Fig. 17 as a 
function of the burn-up. 

Fig. 11 - Vzn&ity evolution dating oxMie iueZ ivieZ-
ling ^oi vanÂoiu, initial bulb den&LtieA 
(III-E model) in um.uVui.ttuA.eA fazl. 

http://nve.UA.ng
http://um.uVui.ttuA.eA
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(b) Commenta on fanel den&l^lcaXlon. 

A new phenomenon has been extensively described later on : the in-pile fuel 
shrinkage, also called densification although it should not to be contused with 
the columnar grain growth densification. This phenomenon occurs even at low 
temperatures end results in an asymptotic increase of the fuel density. 

Wiwh this phenomelogical behaviour in mind, one can interpret the results of the 
fuel swelling model developed in 1967 as the sum of two components : 

- a constant rate of positive swelling (r 0. .-bu) ; 

- a decrease of fuel volume (or negative swelling), with an asymptotic value 
equal to f(l - T ). 

Therefore, one can consider that this model takes in-pile fuel densification into 
account at least in a quantitative way. That explains the good results obtained 
so far with experiments. 

9, .C1-U1 

> , , F . INPUTS 

ÜTTt 

Op-STABie" FIUCTIO» OP THe 

AS-FABRICATED POROSITY WHICH 

AeCOMMOOATES SWELLINO (INPUT; 

Oj-'UNSUKE-FHOCTIO» Of THE 
AS-fABDICATED POROSITY (INPUT) 

\ v.Jtwn., 

Tj (INPUTS) 

fig. 1i - The component* oh faeZ meJUL-
ing, a.cco>idi.ng to the. genetia.-
llzed phinome.nological model
ling. 

(c) GeneAaJUzed phtnomeloglcal modelling 

(model developed since III-C). 

The complete model considers explicitely 
the three different components of the 
fuel swelling. Fending on a full des
cription of the mechanisms, the model is 
kept general with all constants to be 
given as input data (see Fig. 18). 

o <^K^}(t) 

at " ab 

is assumed linear with burn-up 

id) Solid on. p&eudo &oLùi jlalon product*. 

I t is assumed to spli t i t two terms : 

as 
with a possible delay : 

( - T - ) * ' l 0 0 • r o < b u - b u , > « b u > b . i , N o ' 
aa 

(TT) if bu < bu 

aa 

http://phinome.no
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f AV \ . 
I —7j— 1 is an accommodât ion term : 

o <, 
ab 

bu 

( f - ) -«0-" ' * ) 
where Î = a,(l - a_)£ (see below) ace 1 2 o 

a. is defined below; 

a. is defined below ; 

i is the as-fabricated porosity ; 

r is the as-fabricated density ; 
o ' 
bu, defines the slope of the acconfnodatiort. It is defined 

the same assumption as in the model of COMETHF. 1II-E : 

o 
in oraer to have 

same assumption as in the model of COMETHE 1II-E : the ratio of the 
apparent outer swelling to the inner swelling accommodated in the pores 
is proportional to the surfaces in presence. This assumption is still 
considered at least for the slope of the swelling at low burn-up. 

« , ( l - « 2 ) i 0 l * F . t o 

b u4 3 T ~t 
M O O o ' *o 

F is a geometrical factor | ••- '• ;• J which can be modified by 
input data. 

The slope of the total solid fission products swelling at zero burn-up is : 

( l i -V» .''—J 
V 3 bu J M 100 o 1 + F Ç 

bu=0 ° 
and is thus always positive. 

At very high burn-up, the swelling tends to an asymptote equal to : 

o < 
= -a.(l - a,)? + 0.„„ . r . bu 

1 l o 100 ' o 
bu+ «" 

The values assigned at the present time to the constants are the following (S.V.) 

L. 
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This solid swelling can be accommodated in the microscopic porosities, as describ
ed by the second term. Let Î 0 be the as-fabricated porosity : it contains a frac
tion (unst which is unstable and leads to densification, and the complement 

unst» which *s stable. A part of this one, £acc» is assumed to be able to 
accommodate the solid swelling. 

One has thus : 

«unst = a2*o 

with a., constant depending on fuel stability (see (e)). 

So that : 

i = a,(* - É J - a. M l - a_) 
ace 1 o unst 1 o 2 
with aj constant. Assuming that there exists in every condition, a residual 
porosity £ . , one can evaluate a. from the following treatment : 

*min-*o ( 1 - a 2 > - * a c c 

o r * m i n = * o ( 1 -*2> - a . { o ( 1 ' a2> 

*min 
so that a. - 1 - t /. r- (" °» if negative) (R.V.) 'I '" L O -a2i 

1 
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(e) In-p-ile dznAJ6iaUÀ.ùn. 

The densification ::« believed to occur by irradiation induced effects, so that 
the leading parameter for it is the local burn-up. 

The fraction a2 of the as-fabricated porosity (t0) which disappears by densific
ation, depends on the fabrication process. It can be determined by resintering 
tests (see Part VII, Notebook for details). 

The volumetric changes associated with densification are described by the follow
ing formula : 

b *• •* 

The value of bu2, the so-called "burn-up constant for densification", can also be 
deduced from resintering tests. 

The effect of densif ication was specially noticeable on "old" type fuels, which were 
highly unstable. Fortunately, the improvements in pellets fabrication, have re
duced considerably the impact of this mechanism. 

(̂) FJA&ion QCLJ, bubbles. 

Fission gas atoms are generated within the fuel grains in relation with burn-up. 
The fission gas release models (e.g. the Capart model described below) assume 
that these atoms diffuse through the matrix, eventually being trapped by defects 
or going back in solution by radiation damage. As irradiation proceeds, fisrion 
gas atoms are trapped at grain boundaries or escape through the open porosities. 
The gas trapped at grain boundaries can eventually be redissolved in the matrix. 
If temperature is high enough, these atoms form bubbles which grow progressively. 
The bubbles number, size and content depend on tempérât_"e, burn-up and hydro
static pressure. This phenomenon occurs at temperatures as low as 900°C, but be
comes more and more noticeable between 1400"C and 1700*C. Fig. 2C shows the inter-
linkage between large bubbles at high temperature (1550"C). Fig. 21 evinces co
alescence of small bubbles at grain boundaries at a lower temperature (1200°C) 
and Fig. 22 represents an unmodified zone not affected by bubbles formation at low 
temperature (800°J). This process takes time or burn-up to proceed as it requires 
the arrival of bubbles through a process of diffusion. When the bubbles are more 
numerous or large enough to touch each other, they coalesce and progressively 
form "tunnels" which communicate with external voids (up to the plenum) through 
cracks and open porosity. When a tunnel has been formed, the fission gas atoms 
contained in these bubbles are liberated, the inner pressure of these bubbles de
creases and the tunnel is interrupted. 

At equilibrium or steady state conditions, the tunnels are in process of creation 
and disappear constantly. 
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F^g. 20 - Macyiog/Lap/i o< UO2 pellcX. High timpwa.-
tuJit zont [ISSO'C] (8R3/1/N (Jae£). 
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In that state, on an average for all the tunnels, these bubbles correspond to a 
saturation in the fission gac swelling which depends on temperature and hydro
static pressure. This has been proven by many experiments and is a reason for 
the temperature effect described below. 

The only qualitative point which is not well known is the following. Is the 
burn-up required to achieve that saturation the same for all temperatures ? 
In other words, are the kinetics the same ? We have no data in hand and will 
assume that it is the same. This is based on the fact that it depends mostly 
upon the arrival of new fission gas. The bubbles created at fuel grain bounda
ries affect : 

- the fission gas swelling ; 

- the fission gas release (see paragraph 4.2.) ; 

- the equiaxed grains growth (see paragraph 3.2.2.). 

These effects are modelled in COMETHE in a very simple, but powerful1 way. It 
is not a sophisticated model based on first principles, but an analysis in terms 
of bubbles ratio at grain boundaries, microscopic swelling data and global expe
rimental data. 

The complete COMETHE model for gaseous swelling and gas bubbles at grain bounda
ries is described below. 

The swelling induced by fission gas bubbles is given by : 

bu 

W'J'^ 
the swelling rate (03) is, in the present model, defined with respect to the 
additional porosities created by the fission gas bubbles. 

One knows that (per definition), for any swelling term : 

V 1 
0 

:hus 0C -

-f"1 

dbu ^ v o ; 
c 

1 " « o 

T 
(i - O 

dbu 

The swelling rate if in this way, linked with the porobity evolution during time 
(burn-up). 
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This poros i ty evolut ion i s assumed to f u l f i l the fol lowing condit ions : 

(1) At_giyen_temp_erature and mechanical load*:, there e x i s t s a l imi t poros i ty U^)> 
i . e . the maximum porosi ty value which could be a t - l i n e d after i n f i n i t e burn-up. 
The l imi t poros i ty depends on temperature and on hydrostatic pressure. A simple 
formalism i s considered : 

f (PH " P l> \ 
« L - « 3 • £(T) • C X P ' C P2 rVo i f P H > P . 

« L - « 3 ' £ ( T ) + IÔ i f P H < P . 

where £, is the limit porosity ; 

Ï- is the maximum limit porosity in absence of stresses [ *~ * * J 

f(T) is temperature function, equal to zero below T| L *** J to one higher 
than T, [ ftftft ] and linear between these two temperatures (S.V.) ; 

P„ is the sum of fuel /clad mechanical interaction induced stresses (at 
considered fuel radius) and of the inner gas pressure ; 

P. is a threshold value of hydrostatic stresses £ * * ft ~] 

P_ is a constant [ * ft ft 3 

{ ' is the as-fabricated porosity, modified hy the previous mechanisms 
(solid swelling and densification). 

(2) To_this Hmit_porosity corresponds a limit swelling, so that there exists, 

/ ÛV N 
at a given temperature and at given mechanical load, a I y ) . 

0 L 

This limiting value is given (per definition) by : 

1 - « (ft nr" L 

or (4-)- - •• r^i. 
On basis of experimental observation, one assumes that the microscopic bubbles 
swelling proceeds according to the following equation : 
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bu 
buj \ 

( - * - ) - ( - * ) ( - 3 ) 0 L 

for a constant temperature and hydrostatic stresses history ; with a3, the burn-
up constant for bubbles swelling [_ * BJ «f J 

This yields : 
bu 

for a constant temperature and hydrostatic stresses history. 

Going back to the swelling rate, one gets : 

(2) 

Identifying equations (1) and (2), one finds a differential equation for the 
porosity evolution : 

bu 

7"-dbTT *-5ÏÏ7 1 - k e ( 3 ) 

Equation (3) can be simplified if one sees that : 

bu 

d 
dbu 

• ( • 

AV 
V 

0 O" 
c 

1 
<Eu7 

« L " 
1 -

• * o 

£L 
• e 

bu 
bu-

This leads to the following simple differential equation 

^ j 1 < ' - * > « L - * > 
dbu " bu3 (I - tL) 

This directly integrable relationship could be solved at each tine step ae to 
provide an estimation of the swelling rate 0 , through equation (1). 

In practice, the code calculates at each time step : 
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'Or)-(-^rX^)0-"to3) 
c 

with { porosity at start of tue time step. 
In case of constant temperatures and pressures and in absence of other swelling, 
this is, of course, equivalent to : 

bu 

c 

The parameter bu3, the variable defining the rate of the swelling, is assumed 
constant. Nevertheless, two values are considered : one for the case of 0 > 0, 
buj and one for the case 0 <0, bu-j. i n the case of a temperature decrease, the 
actual porosity can become higher than the limit porosity associated with the 
new temperature so that the swelling is then negative. A diffère. . rate is 
allowed for that shrinkage (e.g. none if bu^'is very high). 

In what concerns the bubbles ratio at grain boundaries, a convenient way to de
fine it is the following. We assume that the bubbles cannot redissolve in the 
matrix so that the bubble ratio can only increase. It is defined as the ratio 
between actual porcsity increase due to fission gas bubbles welling and the 
actual porosity limit at the given temperature and hydrostatic conditions : 

It can only increase during time. If it is calculated to be lower than at the 
previous time step, it is kept unchanged from the previous time. It is equal 
to zero if there has been any never fission gas bubbles swelling. It is kept 
within the range Ü - 1 . 

(g) Fuel iweXLuiQ in the. coùmnaA g>uu.n gfiouith izqion. 

The swelling model is applied to each fuel layer which is not affected by active 
columnar grains growth. Swelling is assumed either isotropic or purely in r -9 
plane. In the densified c.g.g. rings, the apparent outer swelling is considered 
negligible while porosity is supposed constant, independent of the burn-up and 
is thus provided as an input data. This residual porosity results from an equi
librium between the various swelling effects (e.g. bubbles formation) and the 
mechanism of densification (e.g. migration of the bubbles). 

In the inactive rings, the programme makes use of a swelling rate calculated with 
the minimum residual porosity, instead of the initial porosity i0, as starting 
value. 
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2.6.2. FUEL SWELLING EFFECTS. 

The two fuel swelling models (III-E and III-J types) can be optionally considered. 

o V e s 
Let — — • - be the resulting relative volume increement during the time 

o o 
step. It is calculated on the basis of initial and final burn-ups and on the 
values at the beginning of the time step when it depends on fuel temperature 
and fuel /clad contact pressure. 

This swelling is applied to the initial cold state of the time step and led tc a 
new cold state pattern which is called the provisional cold state pattern 
(state 5). 

This would not be the actual one as if the reactor was shut-down (and all ele
ments at room temperature), because restructuring has possibly occurred due to 
the hot state mechanisms. The corresponding variables will be noted with a star : 

Height 

Y * - Y ('•-üO 
where n is equal to 1/3 if the swelling is isotropic. 

Porosity : 

« ; - i - o - t . ) / ['••?"£H 
Radius : 

n R n 

«:-«..('^>r("-r) 
si 

which is equivalent to : 

R* -Rs>(1+HT-) 

(••*5 

dR 

AR* - ÛR 
e s 

where AR is the fuel ring width. 
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Z.7. PATH 5 - 2 1C01P STATE TO HOT STATE]. 

The modifications applied to the set of variables during path 5-2 are the result 
of thermal expansion, columnar grains growth, axial or radial effects of plas
ticity (squeezing) and cracks filling. 

Each elementary fuel volume expands according to its temperature. Due to the 
radial temperature gradient, there is a differential thermal expansion which 
leads to high tangential stresses in the case of a solid cylinder. In the case 
of oxide fuel (tension strength very low assumed to be zero), the fuel cracks 
radially as soon as a small power is generated. Thus at the very beginning of 
its irradiation, the fuel can be considered as composed of several radial sec
tors separated by cracks. Let us concentrate on the general case of path 5-2 
at any moment of the irradiation. 

2.7.1. THERMAL EXPANSION. 

Three correlations of the linear thermal expansion coefficient, a, can be used 
according to a given option : 

(a) CkKiàtenien aonn.iJu3UU.Qn £37] : 

« - 6 10"6 + 2 l(f9t + 1.7 10_12t2 (1/"C) 

(fa) Zovwca.il coAA.eJUvU.on [ 3 8 ] : 

*t - 1.723 lO - 4 + 6.797 10~6t + 2.826 10~9t2 (-) 

Relations (a) and (b) are i l lus t ra ted on Fig . 23. 

fig. îi - Oxide, iueZ - thtAmal zxpamion ; ^uil tine. 
ChA.lite.n6zn function ; dotted tine ; Cowoa.y 
function. 

http://aonn.iJu3UU.Qn
http://Zovwca.il
http://coAA.eJUvU.on
http://ChA.lite.n6zn
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The thermal expansion is applied to the provisional cold state pattern assuming 
that the fuel is completely cracked and considering the same cracking radius 
which was considered for calculating the cold state pattern Rcs. Subscript s 
denotes the starting time of the time step. 

The new state is defined by a set of equations : 

r = R" (I + «T) 
c ce 

r - r + ƒ (I + aT) dR 

(I) 

(2) 

or r » R (I + «x) 
c (3) 

This procedure is correct if the temperatures at the new considered time are 
about lower or equal to those at the previous time, because one assumes that the 
cracks are closed at the effective cracking radius (Fig. 24). As the tempera

tures increase, the cracks inside this 
radius are progressively filled. When 

a MO! STA'F 

mm" 

4 POWER INCREASE 

• POWER INCREASE - NEW TEMPERATURES • PREVIOUS ONES 

f POWER INCREASE -NEW TEMPERATURES « 1 0 X * THAN PREVIOUSONB 

244 

PUEl CENTERlINf PUEL CENTEM.ME 

the temperatures are about equal to the 
previous ones, the cracks inside th is 
radius are closed. If the temperatures 
s t i l l increase, the fuel inside th is r a 
dius cannot expand circumferentially any
more because the cracks are already 
closed (Fig. 24). Thus the fuel expands 
outwards resul t ing in a new radial crack
ing, the cracks being closed at the inner 
surface of the fuel . 

This r esu l t s in a new position of the so-
called pivot . The effective cracking 
radius cot '°.sponds to the inner radius 
of the fuel . In this case, the hot s ta te 
pat tern is no more described by equations 
(I) to (3) . The right equations are then 

fig. 14 Cnacki bihauiouA. - Skztchu. 

ro" V ' + a oV 

r - r o + J ( I . at) dR 

(4) 

(5) 
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where o denotes the inner radius of the fuel. R0 is the inner radius of the fuel 
in a fictitious pattern assuming that the effective cracking radius is the inner 
fuel radius. 

In practice, calculations are performed with both procedures and t~3 actual hot 
state pattern is assessed to be the one which results in the highest Û U ' T radius 
in hot state. This solution has indeed no radial &< rlapping and is the only one 
which is physically feasible. The same procedure is followed to simulate cycling 
effects. 

The cracking factor is then checked. One knows that for each rings : 

r = r(l - f) 
eq 

where req is given by formulas (3) or (5) taking into account the permanent deform
ation ana thermal expansion. If there is overlap (f negative), the fuel is moved 
outwards till the minimum amount of cracking is zero. 

The effective cracking radius in hot state is possibly modified after the comple
tion of the hot state pattern calculations, taking into account other mechanisms, 
as defined in the next paragraphs. The height and the density in hot state are 
defined by : 

y - Y . (1 + ccT) 

7 - T / (1+«T) 3 

2.7.2. COLUMNAR GRAINS GROWTH EFFECT. 

In the central part of the fuel, columnar grains growth can occur (see paragraph 
3.2.1.). In this region, the density of the fuel is assumed to increase up to 
a maximum value, corresponding to the minimum residual porosity. 

The c.g.g. densification is assumed to proceed radially without modifying neither 
the axial pattern, nor the undensified region. It is also assumed that the cracks 
are filled instantaneously as soon as the evaporation - condensation effects works 
in this region, so that the inside fuel radii can be calculated by volumetric ba
lance starting from the "densification radius". 

One has thus : 

for r > r 

. 2 AP 
Ar • „ _ for r > r, y ff y d 

LSC 

Cst 
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where r is the radius ; 

r. is the densification radius (active c.g.g. limit radius) ; 

P is the weight of the fuel. The weight of a fuel ring, AP is constant 
with the time and well known. 

The filling of the radial cracks in that region modifies the fuel inventory on 
the tangential way and therefore modifies the fuel tangential permanent deform
ation. This is made by setting the cracking fraction equation to zero iu the 
columnar grain zone : 

n 

r - r e q = R o ( 1 + ^ - ) ( ' + Œ T ) ( ' •«£.> 

The new value of <fe is deduced from that relation. The cracking is checked once 
more and eventually the cracking radius is set equal to the densification radius. 

2.7.3. EVALUATION OF AXIAL PLASTICITY EFFECTS. 

The fuel pattern has to be consistent with boundary conditions and particularly 
with a possible axial limitation. 

It is assumed that the creep velocity of the fuel is very small below a certain 
temperature called "plasticity temperature" (input) and very high above this 
temperature. Thus the fuel can be considered as an elastic material at tempera
ture up to the plasticity temperature and as plastic at higher temperatures. 

The plastic fuel cannord afford any axial stress so that only the outer region of 
the pellet can protect the pellet against axial stresses. The fuei is thus 
axially limited by a maximum height existing in the elastic fuel region. This 
maximum height is generally at the "plastic radius" (where Che temperature is the 
plasticity temperature) for flat ended pellets. In «-he case of dished pellets, 
it can also occur at the dish shouldc.. or within the shoulder. 

According to an option (gap closed or not, etc.), the plastic fuel can be relocat
ed if its calculated height is higher than the allowable maximum height. The 
fuel is redistributed inwards, filling successively the cracks, the central hole 
and the axial voids. If cracks are filled in the plastic region, the effective 
cracking radius (to be used for next cold state calculations) becomes the plasti
city radius, 

r - r 
ce p 

If a complete redistribution cannot proceed because there is no room enough in 
the central hole and in the axial voids, the excess of plastic fuel to be reloc
ated drives the elastic fuel outwards in order to find room enough. In that 
case, the plastic fuel forms a completely filled cylinder. In case of clad me
chanical load, the completely filled plastic core is assumed to behave under 
compression like an elastic material. 
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This rediptribution affects the fuel tangential permanent deformation calculated 
as in paragraph 2.7.2. The other effects are expressed by heights and radii of 
the fuel. 

?.7.4. EVALUATION OF THE RADIAL PLASTICITY EFFECTS. 

The fuel pattern in hot state is calculated starting from the cjld state regard
less of the clad pattern which is calculated in hot state separately. 

At this stage, both patterns are compared. If there is a gap between the fuel 
and the clad, there is no problem, but if the outer radius of the fuel ri is 
higher than the inner radius of the clad rg, both patterns are not consistent. 
There is a radial boundary condition, the Fuel mu.t contract and eventually the 
clad must elastically expand, in order to satisfy this boundary condition. At 
the convergence, the fuel is in contact with the clad with a possible contact 
pressure. 

A first inward redistribution of the fuel is generally possible without any con
tact pressure, as a consequence cf the plasticity of the fuel in the inner region 
of the fuel. This is possible till the elastic sectors bottom, i.e. touch each 
other at the fuel plasticity radius. In this case, the fuel sectors can indeed 
move inwards till either they come circumferentially in n' .act at the plastic 
radius Oi the plastic fuel region is completely fille A complementary inward 
movement cannot proceed without any contact pressure, the clad expanding elas
tically. The maximum inward movement S m a x without contact pressure is calculated 
from the cracking fraction at the plastic radius, given by : 

f \ - \ \ 

where R, r, ce, T, «£e , £, are the variables at the plasticity radius, and 

The elastic fuel is thus contracted by 6 - 6 , 

max 

where 8 is the overlapping between fuel and clad ; 

r is the plastic1'ty radius. 
An option (LI input) allows to consider three different mechanisms for the plas
tic fuel inward redistribution. The first case considers that the fuel redistri
bution can be neglected. It allows to save some computer time, but it is certain
ly not an accurate solution. 

Two other possibilities are considered : as the elastic fuel drives inwards, it 
contracts the plastic fuel where the cracks are filled ; by this way, the inner 
radii can be calculated by volumetric balances. The second case, (R.V.), consider 
that the fuel is redistributed first in the axial voids of the plastic region and 
afterwards in the central hole, whilst the third case considers the opposite hypo
thesis-
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This fuel redistribution is achieved progressively so that the central hole and 
the pellets geometry do not vary discontinuously during their irradiation. As 
the cracks in the plastic region are filled by this mechanism, the effective 
cracking radius becomes (if it was not) the plasticity radius (for next cold 
state calculation). 

r = r 
ce p 

Possible corrections of the fuel tangential permanent strain are made. 

Z.«. RIPGING TREATMENT. 

Besides tne normal axial slices which represent the fuel rod, the code can per
form the same calculations for two other slices which are called "dummy" because 
they do not participate to the rod inventory. These dummy slices have the same 
operating or cooling conditions, as two specified normal slices : coolant tempe
rature, mass flow rate, fast flux, power density and history. These slices are 
used to test changes in pellet density and geometry. 

The thermal expansion of the fuel in these dummy slices can be modified by input 
data. 

One can, therefore, use these s^ces to simulate the ends of the pellets, which 
expand more than the centre (hourglassing :ffect) and the code evaluates the 
effects of that increased expansion : higher tangential stresses and higher local 
straining in the clad when fuel interacts with the clad. 

The correction factor for an increased thermal expansion depends on the pellet 
geometry (length to diameter ratio, dishing, central hole and chamfering mainly) 
and has, of course, to be determined. One way is to use finite element codes 
taking into account cracking of the fuel. This should yield theoretical values 
for each case. Another way is to calibrate that factor directly with the code 
on the basis of ridger or straining measurements from experiments (see Part IV 
calibration). Such an approach for ridging treatment with the code requires 
therefore further calibration. Its main advantage is that it is very simple and 
do not cost very much computer time. 

2.9. FUEL / CLAP MECHANICAL INTERACTION. 

Contact pressure between fuel and clad occurs in the following circumstances : 

(a) when the fuel sectors are in contact in the elastic zone, either at plasti
city radius or at any other location ; 

(b) when the plastic region forms a completely filled cylinder. 

In the first case, when the cracks are filled in the elastic region of the pellet, 
an elastic hollow cylinder is formed, its wall thickness depending on the con
tact pressure. This elastic hollow cylinder is separated from the clad by elas
tic fuel sectors. 
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In the second case, the fuel pellet behaves as an elastic solid cylinder sepa
rated from the clad by elastic fuel beams. 

The possibility that plastic fuel flows outwards into the cracks has not been 
considered. 

In any case, the residual overlapping between the fuel and the clad has to be 
eliminated by an elastic contraction of the fuel and by an outward strain of the 
clad. The contact pressure is calculated taking into account the respective 
stiffness of the fuel and of the clad. Creep of the clad is calculated later on 
(see end of the paragraph for nomenclature). 

2.9.1. CASE (a). 

In the case of a hollow cylinder, its wall thickness depends on the contact pres
sure. Consequently, wall thickness and contact pressure have to be determined 
by a special procedure. This procedure is derived telow. 

The fuel sectors are in contact at some radius r c e. The cracking fraction f is 
known at each radial location, as derived in section 2.7. 

Thus it is possible to calculate for each radius, a pressure to be exerted on the 
fuel which fills the cracks at that radius. Considering the circumferential 
strain of the sectors, it is given by : 

Pf • f . - r - • —— (i) r 
r l 

1 

* • * 

where W is the stiffness term of the hollow cylinder ; 

r is the considered radius ; 

r. is the surface radius. 

On ther other hand, by continuity, the residual overlapping, , has to be elimin
ated by : 

6 - 6 + 6 , 
s f 

where 6 is the radial displacement of the inner surface of the clad ; 

5. is the radial displacement of the outer surface of the fuel. 

The latter component is composed of a term representing the decrease of radial 
thickness of the cracked sectors, 6^, and of a term representing the radial dis
placement of the outer surface of the hollow cylinder. 

6 - 5 + 6 , 
f a b 
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These strains are related to the contact pressure by means of stiffness coeffi
cients, W : 

8 = p r W 
s *g g s 

b g g b 

Ô = p r W 
a rg g a 

where p is the fuel / clad contact pressure ; 

r is the inner radius of the clad. 
8 

These coefficients, W, are defined hereunder, in 2.9.3. 

The contact pressure is thus : 

vvvv (2) 

Equation (2) must now be identified with equation (1), in order to find the 
thickness of the hollow cylinder. The stiffness terns Wa and W^ depend on this 
thickness. The following equation has to be satisfied : 

r (W + W. 
g a b V 

r 
r, 

W «• 
a 

If both pressure pf and p are equal, the solution is reached. 

One performs these calculations for all elastic radii starting from the peri
phery. For each radius, two pressures are calculated (Fig. 25). When one plots 
these pressures as a function of the radius, one can see that the solution can 
be found by interpolation. For small contact pressures, when the filling radius 
is close to the plastic radius, i.e., when the thickness of the elastic hollow 
cylinder is less than a geometrical ring width, a parabolic variation of the 
fuel pressure pf can be considered with a good accuracy. For higher contact 
pressures, a linear interpolation is accurate enough. 

1* 
Pf icaicuiotttf at «oc* fl*f) 

• — «|W'! i Br rum 

• ol f t * VQottfbriufri 

V4EATH 

«mi^i^g 
h° CMCKS FlueO MFOWf 

-i 
CRACKS FILLED 

AT THE EQUILIBRIUM 

F-tg. 25 - Contact pitAbuJie., gtrnxal ichzme oi cal-
cidatlon. 
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2.9.2. CASE (b). 

I.i the case of a filled plastic cylinder, one has also : 

8 = &£ + 5 f s 

wh?re 8 is the radial displacement of the inner surface of clad ; 

6f is the radial displacement of the outer surface of fuel. 

The latter component is composed of a term representing the decrease of thickness 
of the cracked sectors (*b)» a nd °f a term representing the radial displacement 
of the solid cylinder (5 ). 

P 
8 = 6 • 5. 
f p b 

These strains are related to the contact pressure by the following equation (as 
in paragraph 2.9.1.) : 

P g r (W + W, + W ) 

" g c b s 

2.9.3. NOMENCLATURE AND STIFFNESS TERMS. 

r hot state cracking radius 

f cracking fraction at a given radial location 

r. fuel surface radius 

v. Poisson's ratio (fuel) 

v Poisson's ratio (clad) 

E. elasticity modulus (£uel)' 
E elasticity modulus (clad) 
g 

8 fuel / clad overlapping before interaction 
6 radial displacement of inner surface of clad 
s 

8 radial displacement of outer surface of fuel 

b 

a 

decrease of thickness of cracked sectors 

radial displacement of outer surface of the hollow cylinder 

8 radial displacement of outer surface of the solid cylinder 

p contact pressure 
g 
r, clad outer radius before interaction n 
r clad inner radius before interaction 
g 
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r 

r filling radius, i.e. outer radius of the annular ring 

f. cracking percentage at the fuel surface 

W stiffness term for the hollow cylinder. One has : 
a 

I C p 

W stiffness term for the plastic core : 
c r 

1 
W 

Ef 

W, stiffness term for the fuel sector. One has 
D 

r 
1 

Ef 
r c 

r I 
Pg r -

- 2 - d r 
Pg 

I 
r 

1 f . . . . 
1 r l 

" r I 
- r 

c 

wb 

with 

assuming that the sectors have radial flat faces. 

Thus- wb * i -W- ix) • 4 " i n ro'-f,^ 

W clad stiffness term. One has : 
s 

r ! < ' • p
0 > + r h ( ' + "j 

V r J - rg> 
The elasticity modulus for UO2 and UO2-PUO2 is given below, according to £39j 
with the density as a parameter : 

E f - (183 - 0.0176 t)(l - 1.9 t - 0.9 t
2)104 

with t local temperature (°C) ; 

t poros i ty ( - ) ; 
2 

E. Young's modulus (kg/cm ) . 
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A second correlation is available ^30] : 

[ . . . ] 
The fuel Poisson's number is assumed to be constant L* J-

* É * 
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3 . F U L L S T R U C T U R A L C H A N G E S . 

3 . ? . A SURVEV. 

In normal reactor operation, oxide fuels undergo irreversible structural changes 
under irradiation. 

In the very early state of in-pile life, under certain temperature and tempera
ture gradient conditions, co'umnar grains grow in the central part of the pellet. 
This growth is believed to be d".e to sweeping of lenf'cular shaped pores from 
outer rings to the centre part, climbing the thermal gradient. This sweeping is 
induced by the evaporation of oxide on the "hot" surface of pore and its conden
sation on the "cold" surface. When the lenticular pores reach the thermal cen
tre, they stabilize and coalesce to form a central hole. The evaporation -
condensation effect works not only in the bulk material, but also "inside" the 
cracks : the cracks induce a nucleation effect regarding the columnar grains 
growth ; they can be considered as loci of grains nucleation in the hot zone of 
the pin. This is indeed reflected by macrographs taken on pellets which were 
held at central temperatures just high enough to start locally the evaporation -
condensation effect. These temperatures are known to be dependent on irradi
ation time, as it will be discussed below. The fact that the cracks are healed 
by the same process as formation of columnar grains is clearly evinced by 
?ig. 26 which is a macrograph of a F BR pin L^^J- I n t n e z o n e where columnar 
grains grow, all radial cracks have been healed from the central column up to 
the boundary of columnar grains (at least if one imagines the Hot State from that 
figure). So the columnar grains growth has two major effects : 

(a) it induces the formation of a central hole, decreasing the temperature level 
in the central part. The columnar grains growth being time and temperature 
dependent, the central temperature will also follow a time dependence, stabi
lizing when the central hole is completely formed ; 

(b) it induces cracks filling in a very straight way. Mechanical loads are not 
necessary to heal the cracks in the columnar greins zone, thermal effects 
are sufficient for this. These thermal effects are time dependent. 

Simultaneously, under certain conditions of temperature, fission gas products 
are diffusing through the grains and reach the grain boundaries. In the colum
nar grains zone, this diffusion is not affecting fuel performance, since the 
gases are collected by the sweeping pores and immediately released in the central 
hole. On the other hand, in the zones not concerned by evaporation - condensation 
the fission gases are trapped at the grain boundaries, coalesce and form bubbles 
(see paragraph 2.6.1 .(£>). 

When the bubbles are more numerous or large enough to touch each other, tiiey 
coalesce in turn and progressively form tunne.s which communicate with external 
v̂jids through cracks and open porosities. Whan a tunnel has been created, the 
fission gases contained in the bubbles are released, the inner pressure of the 
bubbles decreases and the tunnel is interrupted. At equilibrium or steady state 
conditions, the tunnels are in constant process of creation and closing. 
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Fig. 16 - Typical F BR pvUeX itAuctuAH, Ah.ouii.ng 
Clack* heAling in tho. cohmrm g\xim zone. 

http://Ah.ouii.ng
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The fission gas bubbles at grain boundaries affect the growth of the equiaxed 
grains. It is well known that the fuel grain grows with temperature and time, 
either in-pile and out-of-pile. However, Ainscough [/tlj found that in-pile 
growth could not be predicted by correlations deduced from out-of-p.i..e experi
ments and he postulated an irradiation effect limiting the maximum growth. He 
correlated that limiting effect with burn-up. This can be explained by the me
chanism described hereabove : the grain growth saturation is related to the 
appearance of fission gas bubbles at the grain boundaries. Further growth is 
inhibited when there is a minimum of bubbles at grain boundaries. For a cons
tant temperature irradiation, this can of course be related to burn-up as in the 
Ainscough model. 

The gap closure is one of the most complex restructuration mechanisms during 
irradiation. Fuel relocation is affected by many phenomena : 

(a) fuel in-pile densification acts in the first days of irradiation, with as 
major macroscopic effect, an increase of the fuel /clad gap. This leads to 
an increase in fuel centre temperature ; 

(b) in a second stage, the fission gas bubble swelling becomes the leading phe
nomenon and pushes the fuel outwards, decreasing the gap. Due to satur
ation in the effect, the gap closure is generally not entirely achieved, 
complete gap closure depending on initial as-fabricated gap. The gaseous 
swelling can also induce cracks filling, in a very straight way. This 
cracks filling (see (c)) can have its effect on relocation during power 
cycling ; 

(c) if columnar grains growth occurs, cracks are filled in that restructured 
zone so that the bridging annulus is located at the outer boundary of that 
zone. This filling effect can explain the relocation occurring during power 
cycling. Indeed, during the cooling down phase, the fuel does not contrac*: 
to the centre, because of the bridging annulus and still stays in an external 
location. During the heating up phase, the fuel cracks again to a more 
external location : the gap is smaller than before cycling. This typical 
relocation due to cycling depends on the amount of restructured fuel ; 

(d) after some time (burn-up), the solid or pseudo-solid fission products swell
ing also pushes the fuel outwards, leading to slow gap closure ; 

(e) for LWR fuel rods, Che well known Zircaloy creep-down is also an important 
factor of gap closure. 

3.2. RESTRUCTURING MOVE LUNG. 

The code incorporates a consistent set of restructuring models, taking into 
account all Che phenomena described hereabove. In thij section, we prest.it the 
models implemented in the code, together with a deeper investigation of each 
effect quoted hereabove. 

http://prest.it
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3.2.1. COLUMNAR GRAINS GROWTH. 

The main point to be discussed on this topic is the velocity of columnar grains 
formation. A large amount of work has been devoted to this problem. A major 
contribution is due to Nichols ["42"|f43")["44"]. Nichols developed a model for 
pore migration and derived a complete kinetic picture of pore migration in a 
thermal gradient. The Nichol's theory has been adapted in the code in the fol
lowing way : the temperature threshold for columnar grains growth is a function 
of time. The correlation used in the code is the following one (Fig. 27). 

L 
fig. 2? Nichol'A po-te miqmtion. modeZ 

(L& implmtmtzi in tkt. code.. 

(1) 

T, is the densification temperature 
d CO ; 
8 is the time for grain formation at 

constant temperature T, (days). 

In order to follow variable tempera
ture nistories and to keep the model 
simple, the columnar grains growth 
is described by a so-called "dinsific
ation fraction", defined, for each 
calculation node (i) and time step 
(t), as derived hereunder. Relation 
(I) can be inverted : 

(2) 

-'u-(-Ô-) (3) 

where AO, is the time step length ; 

8 . is the theoretical time ne
cessary to get densification 
at constant temperature, as 
given by formula (2). 

During time, one performs the sum : 

A 9k 

*Th ' .-I'u-Z(-a-) 
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When this sum reaches or supersedes unity, one assumes that the columnar grains 
are active at that i-th ring and the F^'s are set to one. To take into account 
the possibility of unactivity of evaporation -condensation , one follows another 
way for the calculations, from the moment at which F^ reached unity. 

Let û6m_j, the time step during which F- reaches unity. The subsequent time step 
i s dei.oted A8 . 

m 

One checks 

I (A9 k ) • A6m 

: C k"° « w . ) G. 
l m 

if Gj m > I, then the columnar grains growth mechanism is assumed to be still active 
in the i-th ring; 

if G£m < 1, then the evaporation-condensation is believed no more acting. The 
case Gj m < 1 corresponds mostly to a fuel temperature drop. This allows to pre
dict active and inactive columnar grains zones. 

The formulation is easily extended for each time step from the moment the F. 
reached unity : 

-1 

i« 
k«o 

<V^ 

if G. > I : activity ; 
la ' 

if G.a < I ; inactivity. 

This model has many consequences : the central hole is formed progressively ; 
the ability to predict at any time the extent of active c.g.g. is improved so 
that a better comparison with P I E results can be achieved ; the short peaks 
in temperature due to many reasons (e.g. transients) do not affect the extent 
of c.g.g. The weak point of this model is that is does not recognize the tempe
rature gradient so that c.g.g. is predicted in some particular cases whilst 
it does not occur actually due to a too small temperature gradient. 

The major macroscopic effect of columnar grains growth is the a;pearance of a 
central void. That hole lowers the temperature profile in the central part 
(see Part VII notebook tor details), at constant power density and constant mate
rial inventory, so that the temperatures, initially high, decrease during cen
tral hole formation. I.e., if the power is held constant during irradiation, 
the central temperatures show a peak at start-of-life. Afterwards, they decrease 
at a velocity controlled by the restructuring kinetics and reach pseudo-stationary 
values. 
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3.2.2. LsjUIAXEP GRAINS GROWTH. 

The equiaxed grains growth in reactor conditions has been controversed in the past. 
It is now agreed that the grains growth rates are different from out-of-pile 
experiments and in-reactor tests. Two separate models are implemented in COMETHE 
for describing the burn-up effects. In what concerns out-of-pile correlation, 
the one implemented in COMETHE is due to Ainscough QA13 and is given by the fol
lowing relationship : 

dt H G G ; (I ) 

where k 

R 

m 

is a rate constant : 5.24 10 exp 

is 8.314 (J/mole.K) ; 

3 
is the limiting grain size : 2.23 10 exp 

is the time (h) . 

/h) 

(.lim) 

This equation can be integrated, for a constant temperature history 

G (G - G) + G log 
m o m ° 

G -G m 
kt 

where G i s the i n i t i a l grain s i z e . 

This i s va l id over the range 1300-1500°C for U02 p e l l e t s . One can extrapolate 
to UO2-P11O2 p e l l e t s . Effect of dens i ty and stoichiotnetry on grains growth i s 
not e lucidated. A temptative formula has been input in the programme, modifying 
k and G for e f f e c t of stoichiometry : 

* ft 

(a) ln-<pili Airuzough modeZ. 

Ainscough postulated that effect of irradiation is to limit the maximum growth. 
He correlated that effect with burn-up. This Ainscough "burn-up" model has been 
implemented in the code as an option. It is only a slight modification of for
mula (1) : 

dG 
dt ( 

f(WI) 

) 

where f(BU) is a burn-up function limiting the maximum grain size Gg,. It is set 
at : f(BU) - I • .002 bu, where bu is given in MWd/t.M. 
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This model is adequate when the grains grow during the first days of irradiation, 
but is not adequate in particular cases, where the history is such that a high 
power step is preceeded by a long low power level. Therefore, a new model for 
in-pile equiaxed grains growth has been developed, based on considerations of gas 
bubbles at grain boundaries. 

(fa) ln-pil<L CÜMETKE modal. 

In this model, it is assumed that the bubbles at grain boundaries are related 
with the grains growth saturation : further grains growth is inhibited when there 
is a minimum of jubble at grain boundaries. 

The bubble ratio b r (see paragraph 2.6.I.(f)) is used for defining the saturation 
in equiaxed grains growth. The limiting br value is L *** J f°

r C n e grains to 
reach their saturation size. This model is compared on Fig. 28 with the Ainscough 
burn-up model, for a constant power history. The kinetics of both models are 
shown on Fig. 29. The differences between Doth models depend on particular cir
cumstances. 

UJ 

PRESENT MODEL 

AINSCÛUGH MODEL 

COLUMNAR EOUIAXED UNRESTRUCTURÉD 
GRAINS GRAINS ZONE 

FUEL PELLET RADIUS (mm) 
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z 
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REACH 
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1 
-^ *^ -^ - f tJ5CÖXi f i^MÓ~DEL 

IRRADIATION TIME (DAYS) 

F-ój. 29 - Moa'eló faoi zquiaxtd qnalw!, giomth : ki-
weXtci CL& function ol initial Local t<m-
piAûXixfiz fan a comtant poweA klitony 
{typical lent bxeedeA. pMmt) . 

F-ój. Zi - Modeli fa\ equiaxid qnaMn giotvth -. 
KCAulti o< a typical calculation at 
comtAnt poujeji fai a ^a^t bin<>.de>i 
&uel pdULit. 
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3.2.3. FUEL lŒLOCAriON. 

The fuel relocation is not m-delled as such in COMETHE : it appears to result in a 
natural way from all the modelling features of the code. This is one of the very 
attractive features of the code : it represents as well power cycling effects on 
gap closure as solid or gaseous fission products swelling effect, without special 
relocation correlations. The relocation is mainly due to two phenomena, power 
cycling and gaseous swelling. The COMETHE calculations evince that : 

(a) gap closure during a pov>r history without cyclings is induced by oxide swell
ing (mainly gas bubbles) ar ' thermal expansion ; 

(b) if cyclings are performed at central temperatures lower than 2000*C at start 
of life (1600°C at EOL), the cyclings have no effect on gap closure. If cy
clings are performed at higher temperatures, they induce a faster gap closure. 

This effect of cyclings is arising from the cracks filling in the zone where colum
nar grains are active. When cracks have been filled up to some radial extent, the 
pivot (bridging annulus) is set to that location. During the shut-down phase, 
that location is used as a pivot for the cooling of the fuel, as fully explained 
in section 2.5. When going up to po^er again, *,he fuel is assumed to crack again 
from the centre, i.e. the pivot is set to the centre, and a resulting fuel reloca
tion is achieved. This mechanism appears to be consistent with experiments. The 
times oi cyclings are input : they affect the pivot shift and it is no more re
quired to follow in detailed steps the cyclings, saving computing time. 

Fig. 30 shows effect of cycling 
on gap closure for a special 
case. One seens, at first, ef
fect of gaseous swelling. The 
cycling effect is surimposed on 
it. The upper curve on Fig. 30 
is the enveloppe of relocation 
due to gaseous swelling and cy
clings every three days. The 
starting fuel central tempera
tures are 2700°C, 2430°C and 
2200oC. Of course, during the 
gap closure, the fuel central 
temperatures fall down so that 
the relationships between tempe
rature, relocation and cyclings 
are highly non-linear. This is 
clearly reflected on the curve 
for 2200°C for which cyclings 
are without effect on gap clo
sure from the tenth cy:le: the 
temperatures fall too low for 
columnar grains to be still ac
tive. 

CUMBER OF .POWER CYCLINGS 
10 15 W 

IRRADIATION TIME 
25 

(DAYS) 

fig. 30 The. two compomnti o$ &ueJi nzJLo cation ^ot 
a 'ypiexU F 8 R pin an, function c& UMXÀO.1 
6uei czntAe. tvnpeAatwie.. 

Such drawings ^re given as a sample, not as representative for general cases : 
gap initial size, power history, fuel density, fuel stability, etc. No pi.enome-
nological relationship can be deduced from. 
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3.2.4. STRUCTURAL ZONES AS TEMPERATURE MARKS. 

The models presented hereabove point out the importance of kinetics and saturation 
in the treatment of restructuring processes. In what concerns equiaxed grains, 
the models show that the grain sizes are marks of temperature and burn-up, depend
ing on the power history, so that a fixed temperature (e.g. 1400*C) cannot simply 
be assigned to the outer limit of that zone. The same holds for columnar grains 
zone, for which the calculations evince the appearance for large active basaltic 
grains and short, inactive grains. Even at constant power operation, the structu
ral radii cannot be considered as marks of temperature profile at BOL and EOL, 
so that only in rare cases, the interpretation of structural radii in terms of tem
peratures can be performed in a correct way. Calculations performed with all the 
hereabove mentioned models allow to interpret these structural changes, when they 
occur and at what temperature level. They sho<r, for example, that the peak in tem
peratures, occurring early in life (due to the delay in formation of central hole 
or due to densification), is not marked by columnar grains, but in some cases by 
equiaxed grains. This is in accordance vith frequent conclusions published by 
others that the former ones are typical of EOL conditions and the latter ones of 
BOL. Nevertheless, no general conclusion can be drawn and only such modelling 
is able to interpret so far fuel structural changes in many cases. 

* * * 
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4. G A S R E L E A S E M O D E L . 

It is generally admitted that the release of the gas atoms produced in the colum
nar grain region is nearly instantatneous compared to that from other regions. 
It follows that the contribution from this region does not play a critical role 
and is fairly easy to take into account, irrespective of the responsible mecha
nisms. 

The most critical contribution from the point of view of accurate prediction of 
the amount of gas released from the fuel comes from the outer zone. The release 
can be considered as a two stages process. In a first stage, the gas atoms pro
duced by fission inside the grains migrate, by some mechanisms to be defined la
ter, to the grain boundaries. In a second stage, the atoms migrate from these 
boundaries to the free surface of the fuel from which they are released to the 
plenum of the fuel pin. 

4.1. TISSIOH GAS PRODUCTION. 

Each fission event yields Y f gaseous atoms and produces a net thermal useful ener
gy E deposited in the fuel. It is thus possible to express the mole quantity 
of fission gas produced per unit of fission energy. This value represented by 
Eqm and expressed in mole/joule is considered as constant for a particular pin. 
The standard values given hereafter can be modified by an input datum. If Yf 
is expressed in gaseous atoms per fission event and E in MeV, one has : 

«• ^ 6.023 . 1023 J ' • E * 

23 12 
where 6.023 . 10 is the Avogadro number and 6.27 . 10 is the conversion number 
between MeV and joules. In this expression E is expressed in mole/joule. 
It must be pointed out that the energy E considered hereabove allows to determine 
the fission rate from the input linear power which corresponds to the total energy 
generated within the fuel. It does not therefore correspond to the value usually 
considered by physicists. 

The standard values considered in the code are : 

- For thermal irradiation C ^ 5 I ^ 0 : 

k A * 

The standard value of Yf takes into account the Xel36 yield due to neutrons 
capture by Xel35. 
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- For fast irradiation C^JC^ol : 

* * * 

4.2. DIFFUSION MOPEl IN THE SOOTH SPHERE. 

The model used in COMETHE predicts the amount of gas which reaches the boundary 
of a sphere which has the same specific surface as the fuel with respect to the 
external void. 

It assumes that the gas vnich reaches the boundary of that sphere (the so-called 
Booth sphere) is free for .hese voids. The problem of defining the Booth sphere 
is studied in paragraph 4.3. We now concentrate on the diffusion model incorpor
ated in COMETHE. 

For its flexibility and simplicity, the Booth's diffusion model C ^ I ^ l was first 
selected. This model assumes that the fission gas is released by a diffusion me
chanism within the fuel grains and escapes as soon as it reaches the boundary of 
some equivalent sphere. 

From a physical point of view, it is obvious that the assumptions of the Booth's 
model are oversimplified. However, if the empirical expression cf the gas diffu
sion is adequately selected, the agreement of the Booth's model with the experi
ments can be of the same order or better than more sophisticated models. 

Later on a new model has been developed at BELGONUCLEAIRE and is currently used 
in COMETHE. 

This model, due to Capart, is fully described in ^j*sli. The model is based on the 
assumption that the mechanism controlling the release to the plenum, in the tem
perature range below equiaxed grains growth, is the diffusion of single gas atoms 
to the Booth sphere boundary. It is very similar in this respect to the original 
model of Booth. However, the number of atoms which effectively participate to 
diffusion results from a balance between the trapping of gas atoms by defects and 
resolution from these defects by radiatior. damage. Basically, this latter effect 
is due to the fact that small cluster of gas atoms which tend to form by nucle-
ation are continuously dispersed by the passage of fission fragments. Because 
of this process, a significant fraction of gas is maintained in solution, even 
above the kinematic solubility limit. 
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The model is based on the following fundamental assumptions : 

(1) as in the original model of Booth £47], the fuel is considered as made from 
effective grains having approximately the same sizes and no preferred orien
tation as regards their shapes. Under such conditions, it is best to appro
ximate the grains by spheres, termed Booth spheres, with given equal radii ; 

(2) in describing the diffusion to the Booth sphere boundary, it is assumed that 
the latter behaves as a perfect sink for gas atoms. In other words, atoms 
reaching the Booth sphere boundary have zero probability of returning to the 
matrix ; 

(3) the atoms trapped in defects or precipitated in bubbles are considered immo
bile, that is the model does not consider bubble migration ; 

(A) the probability of trapping of gas atoms by defects and bubbles is assumed 
independent of time, either directly or through the concentration of gas in 
the grains ; 

(5) the rate or probability of resolution is similarly assumed independent of 
concentration and time. 

These assumptions are somewhat questionable, as shown in ̂ 48j. Assuming for the 
marnent that they hold true without further justification, the concentration of 
gas in each sphere obeys the following coupled differential equations : 

-A|- = 0 + D \Tc - gc + bm 

(1) 
3m 
39 

gc - bm 

where c - c(r,6), is the concentration of gas in solution and allowed to diffuse ; 

m = m(r,8), is the concentration of gas trapped at defects or precipitated 
in bubbles ; 

0 » Y,R,, is the number of inert atoms created by fission per unit time 
and unit volume. It is defined as the product of the fission 
rate density R, and the fission yield Y, ; 

D is the diffusion coefficient for single gas atoms ; 

g is the capture rate (s ) by defects and bubbles ; 

b is the resolution rate (s ). It expressed by : b » n . R, where 
n is a resolution coefficient (cm3). 

The differential equations (1) have an obvious physical meaning. They express 
the changes in the concentrations of the two sorts of atoms as the difference 
between the rates of production and disappearance. The influence of the sphere 
boundary is considered by assuming the boundary condition of zero concentration 
on the Booth sphere surface at all times : 
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c(a,e) - m(a,e) (2) 

where a is the Booth sphere radius. 

This set of equations and initial conditions is integrated in t/»^. A main con
clusion is that the influence of trapping, resolution and Booth sphere size, can 
all be accounted for in a diffusion model by the definition of an effective dif
fusion rate : 

D b 

a*(b + g) 
(3) 

The di f fus ion c o e f f i c i e n t D i n (3) r e f e r s to unimposed d i f fus ion of inert gas 
.oms in the perfect monocrystall ine material during i r r a d i a t i o n . I t can be 

/ r i t t en as the sum of two terms : 

Dg + D' - D 0 « p ( - ^ r - ) * « R f . w 

where D„ is the usual thermodynamic diffusion coefficient and Do is a radiation 
enhanced diffusion coefficient proportional to the fission rate Rf (number ->f 
fissions per unit volume and unit time). A critical survey of the experimental 
data yielded the following estimates : 

As shown in [48j, the average concentration nft of fission gas in the grain (in 
solution or trapped) at time 0 is : 

ne * 1TF- R<*J + "o 
R(« + a ) - R(«) 

RTT) (5) 

where R(«) is defined as : 

2 

R(«) 
90 I 

n-1 

(6) 

in which « is a dimensionless parameter characterizing the 3patial distribution of 
gas atoms in the grain ; it plays the role of an effective time. It defined as 
follows : 

2 
e . . V e (7) 

a (b <• g) 

The spatial concentration in each grain obeys to the following relationship 
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c(r,8) = n, 3 0 6 *V a) I-' 
' n-1 

(-D 
n+i .u(-H^) 

3 
n r 

(1 
-an . 
e ) (8) 

showing that the distribution can be characterized unambiguously by the „ingle 
parameter a, at each time. 

the parameter a 0 in equation (5) describes the distribution at beginning of the 
calculation step. It can be shown that when <*• is small, after a short irradiation, 
the distribution is approximately uniform. 

The final results of the model, as presented by equation (5) together with the de
finitions, permit to evaluate the fission gas release from the Booth sphere. The 
fractional release of the period 0-8, defined as the ratio between the amount of 
gas released from the grains and the amount created by fission during the period, 
is : 

3 6 - (n~ft - n ) 
F r -

The amount of gas released during a time step, G., is, per unit volume : 

Gd '"(ee " V " ("e -°e } 

e s 
and the additional amount of fission gas retained in the fuel : 

Ga " "e " "e • 
e s 

On the basis of the given data, res-alts of the model assuming a Booth sphere ra
dius of 30 urn, are provided on Fig. 31 as a function of temperature, power density 
and time assuming constant values of these parameters during time. These graphs 
can be used directly to predict the fraction release. For high temperature, in 
the columnar grains growth region, the gas release is governed by the evaporation-
condensation process of fuel in the pores and by densification. Normally, 100 % 
fractional gas release is considered in this region, but an option allows to apply 
the model even in the region (neglecting thus that process). 

fig. 31 - Gcu iilea&z modeZ . z^exX o^ butn-up (Booth 
iphnKZ naiiui 30 ̂ m). 
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4.3. GAS BUBBLES AT GRAIN 8MWARIES. 

Let us consider the second stage of the release from the outer zone of the fuel, 
that is the transport from the grain boundaries to the plenum. In the first 
place, it is a well documented experimental fact that grain boundaries act as 
very efficient traps for the fission gas. the atoms leaving the grains tend to 
accummulate at the grain boundaries where they form bubbles. Strictly speaking, 
these atoms have a non-zero probability of returning to the grains by the radia
tion induced resolution process which it still operative and this should be 
accounted for in evaluating the net flux of atoms crossing the gain boundary. 

This was pointed out by Speight [.49J W Ro also derived an approximate expression 
for this effect. Unfortunately, the parameters entering his expression cannot 
be assessed with sufficient confidence for incorporating in a r -actical calcul
ation. Moreover, it is expected that the resolution process wil' be much less 
effective in this case, because the bubbles formed at the grain boundaries are 
much larger than the resolution length. 

It is also widely acknowledged that the bubbles formed at the grain boundaries 
do not migrate up the thermal gradient at temperatures below the threshold for 
equiaxed grain growth. These bubbles are then expected to grow until they become 
large enough for interlinking and coalescence to occur over large distances, 
thereby providing a path for the release to the plenum. Recent experiments with 
instrumented fuel pins [_50J have shown that the release under steady operating 
conditions is usually quite small, but that comparatively large amounts of gas 
are released during power transients. 

This observation is consistent with the picture that the gas diffusion out of 
the grains remains trapped for some time at the boundaries before being released 
to the plenum. During power transients, such as upon cooling down, a large frac
tion of this accummulated gas is released because of extensive cracking of the 
fuel along the weakest paths delineated by the grain boundaries. These experi
ments also show that the detailed irradiation history of the fuel, such as the 
number and the duration of the power cycles, does not affect significantly the 
release which remains on average a simple function of burn-up. This observation 
also supports the above assertion that the mechanism of resolution of the gas 
trapped at the grain boundaries is not effective. 

These effects are modelled in COMETHE with aid of the bubble ratio, as defined 
paragraph 2.6.1.(f). This bubble ratio can aid to define the Booth sphere radius 
which is input in the Capart model described in paragraph 4.2. 

For the as-fabricated pellet, it is simple : the Booth sphere radius is deduced 
from the specific surface S/V of the fuel, which can be measured. It can either 
be deduced from the open porosity, also available through measurements. Fig. 32 
Qsi3 illustrates the correlation between the specific uurface and open porosity 
in terms cf Sooth sphere radius "a": 

During irradiation, thin as-fabricated specific surface is modified by many fac
tors. The pellet 'racks particularly during cycling. If data were available, 
it would be possible to correlate that mechanism to the cycling which can al
ready be described in the input history. Another mechanism is the in-pi le den-
sification which increases the fuel density and eliminates partly the open porosity. 
Again out-of-pile resintering data could be correlated. These effects are not 
considered in the present model due to the lack of experimental data. As their 
effects are opposite, the net effect is assumed small. 
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Fig, 3Z - CoiA.iUati.on between Booth -apfte/te taxLùu 
and open poioiity. 

The main effect which is considered in the present model is the "tunnelling" 
effect or creation of open porosity due to fission gas bubbles around the fuel 
grains. The model assumes that, as soon as the bubble ratio br has reached a 
threshold value (S.V. • .1), the gases trapped at grain boundaries can escape 
in a continuous way. This is modelled in the following way : 

3 

^7v" 
If b < threshold 

r 
then 

If b > threshold 
r 

Chen 

where G is the grain size, as calculated with the model of section 3.2.2. This 
simple model has been introduced in the code and provides oustanding agreement 
with experiments. 

Other models are disponible as options, but are not recommended, as described in 
the user notes. It is, e.g., possible to take "a" constant during the whole irra
diation, or to take "a" equal to the grain radius in every conditions, etc. 

http://CoiA.iUati.on
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4.4. IMER JAS PRESSURE UÛVEL. 

The inner gas pressure calculation is based on the following equation derived 
from the perfect gas theory : 

the inner gas pressure (kg/cm ) ; 

an universal gas constant (kg.cm/molesK) ; 

2 M is the amount of released fission gas and of initial filling gas (moles) 

V 
£ —=— is the sum of the ratios of each free volume in the pin to its ave

rage absolute temperature (cm3/°K). 

These free volumes reported to the absolute local temperature are calculated in 
the central hole, in the cracks, in the fuel-clad gap, between the pellets, 
between the columns, in the plugs and in the gas plena. 

In the case of vented fuel pins, the inner pressure remains equa7 to the coolant 
pressure during all the irradiation time, but the composition of the gas varies 
with the irradiation according to the fission gas release. The re-filling of 
He at successive cycles is not considered. 

The gas temperature is considered to be thj same as the adjacent fuel temperature 
in the central hole, in the axial volumes between pellets in the cracks. In the 
gap between the fuel and the clad, it is 'aken at an average temperature between 
the fuel outer surface and the clad inner surface. 

In the free volume between fuel columns and upper plugs, the gas temperature is at 
the average of the last fuel slice average temperature and of the clad inner tem
perature weighted by the corresponding surfaces in presence. 

In the fission gas reservoirs, the gas temperature is also a surface weighted va
lue between fuel and coolant temperatures. 

R I M 
P * v~~ 

Z-R-

where f is 

R is 

* * * 
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5. C L A D . 

5 . 1 . BASIC ASSUMPTIONS. 

The following types of loads exerted on the clad are considered for each slice : 

(a) external coolant pressure ; 

(b) internal gas pressure ; 

(c) «axial force resulting from these pressures ; 

(d) eventually internal contact pressure ; 

(e) stresses due to thermal gradients ; 

(f) stresses due to differential swelling of the steel (fast flux irradiations). 

Generally, the clad is treated taking irradiation enhanced creep into account. 
For calculation of the clad boundary conditions, an estimated value based in pre
vious results is used. For contact pressure calculations duri.ig iterations, a 
simplified elastic treatment of the clad is applied. At the end of the calcul
ations, strains and stresses are calculated correctly and compared to estimated 
values. If the agreement is unsatisfactory, a small time step is taken for the 
subsequent step. 

The stress and strain analysis is performed using classical equatii as assuming 
cylindricity and plane strains : 

- the cladding and its associated stresses and strains have a cylindrical 
symmetry ; 

- the cladding planes perpendicular to the clad axis remain plane after deform
ation. 

The COMETHE code allows two kinds of treatment of the clad according to an input 
option. If required, the clad is treated in a purely elastic behaviour. Other
wise, the clad is treated with creep consideration. Zircaloy growth and Zircaloy 
anisotropic creep are also calculated, as option. The mechanical properties are 
given in section 5.S. 

5.2. ELASTIC TREATMENT Of THE C U P . 

The general method used to solve elasticity problems makes use of three types of 
equations : 

- the equilibrium equations which express the static equilibrium of an element 
of volume under the external forces and the various components of the stresses ; 

- the compatibility equations which express the continuity of the material by 
relating the various components of the deformation to one another ; 

- relation between stresses and strains. 
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In the theory of elasticity, these last equations are known as the Hooke laws. 
When the effects of temperature gradients are taken into account, the relations 
between stresses and strains contain also a tens accounting for the thermal 
expansion. 

In the cylindrical system of coordinates, they are written : 

r E I r x 8 z sw 

t r 9 z 

r 0 z 
« , e , e are the swelling components of the strains ; 
SW ' SW ' SW *» r 

£ , <„ , « are the total components of the strains. 
IT O Z 

The expressions of stresses as function of the strains are : 

I "« 
r 1 - 2 v I 1 • v sv 

E 

TTT-% 

E " € t S 

"e - i - 2 > -rTT--a T - (
B„ | + - r f r - e e ]-I4T-

z 1 - 2 " 1 + v sw I I • » z 

If the swelling is isotrope, one has : 

r 8 z t » « » e 
SW SW SW 

The clad is assumed to be symmetric with respect to its axis. The temperature 
distribution is also assumed symmetric with respect to the axis. In these condi
tions, the shear stresses ?rg snd rzg are zero and the other eomponr its of the 
stresses are functions of r and z alone. The tangential direction is thus a 
principal direction and the two other ones are located in a plane through tne 
axis of the cylinder. 
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For cross-sections far enough from the ends in order to avoid end effects, and 
where the axial temperature gradient is negligible, the planes perpendicular 
to the axis remain plane after deformation. 

In these conditions, the principale directions are in the r and z directions. 

In the case where a temperature gradient exists in the z direction, this tempera
ture gradient is generally very small compared with the temperature gradient in 
the r direction. The assumption that the principal directions are in the r and 
z directions seems thus a good approximation and allows a significant simplific
ation of the calculations. In this case, indeed, the shear stress r r z vanishes 
and the total strain in the z direction becomes independent of the radius. 

In this case, the three equilibrium equations are reduced to only one, stating the 
equilibrium of an element of volume in the radial direction. No external forces 
are considered here, the effects of the weight of the pins being thus neglected. 

In this case, cne has thus : 

do a - a 
r
 +_E L = o dr 

In this equations, o and o represent, respectively, the radial and tangential 
normal stresses. 

The compatibility equations are ; 

•.--§-

•.-4-
t - Cst. 
z 

We assume that the compatibility stresses due to differencial swelling are zero, 

r r 8 9 z z 
in this elastic treatment ; so that t • « , t • « , * * * • 

sw m sw m sw m 
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The boundary conditions ire (g subscript for inner diameter and h subscript for 
outer diameter) : 

o = - (p + p ) 
gr V1e *ge' 

o, • - p 
hr *r 

where p is the contact pressure of fuel. 

On integration, one gets the solutions for stresses and strains in the cylindric
al tubes (see e.g. L34J). 

The radial elongation of the clad is given by thf> tangential strain e _. 

Without contact pressure, this radial elongation is called e „.. 

One has : 

r g - R g ( I + c g e i } 

One deduces a gap without contact pressure : 

6 = r - r, 
g 1 

where r is the outer radius of the fuel in hot state. 

If this gap is positive, the contact pressure p is zero. 
ge 

If it is negative, it is first reduced by the crack filling to a value 6'. If 
this new gap is zero, there is no contact pressure. If it is still negative, 
a new clad tangential strain e n. occurs due to the contact pressure p such : 

gw2 T rge 
Rg(1 + V 2 > a * Î - r . ( 1 "efr> 

e g e 2
+ 4 j - e f r - r i " V + e g e i > - r . - r g - - 6 ' 

where e. is the radial displacement at the outer surface of the fuel. 

The contact pressure is then calculated in order to respect thif relations (s?e 
section 2.9.1.). 

5.3. TRL'ATMEIVr Of CLAV WITH CREEP [CRASH PROGRAMME). 

If clad creep is considered, COMETHE calculates for each axial slice the stresses 
and strains in the clad by using routines of the code CRASH ^5?]. A detailed des
cription of this code can be found in the referenced papers, but its description 
is shortly given hereafter. 
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One has taken the two following sump1ifying assumptions : 

- the cladding is cylindrical ; 

- the cladding planes perpendicular to its axis remain plane after deformation. 

Only the three l.unnal components of the stress and the three longitudinal compo
nents of the total strain differ from zero. Moreover, all these components are 
functions of the radial coordinate only. 

In these conditions, the sole equilibrium equation for the radial direction is 
not trivial : its expression is given by : 

do a - a. 

dr r 

In this equation, or anu og represent respectively the radial and tangential nor
mal stress, while r is the radius. 

The compatibility equations, expressing that the solid remains continuous after 
deformation, are wirtten in terms of displacements. They are expressed : 

dU 
er =-dF 

U 

z 3 

where «r, eg and tz are the total longitudinal strains respectively in radial, 
tangential and axial directions ; u is the radial displacement and C3 is a constant 
to be determined by the boundary conditions. 

The relations between the stresses and the strains take into account elastic, 
thermal and permanent (creep and swelling or growth) components of the strain : 

e r • - r [ ° r - ^ ° e + 0z) ] + a T + ' r c 

e e " + [ ° e - * , ( a r *cz) ] + a T * e e c 

e
z ' - r [ ° z -"<%* V ] + aT + Sc 
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where E is the Young's modulus, n the Poisson's ratio, the expansion coeffi
cient, T the temperature and ( rc , t and e the radial, tangential and axial 
longitudinal permanent strains. 

The elastic components are determined by the classical Hooke's law. 

The permanent strain components are sophisticated functions of the stress state, 
the temperature and the history of the material. 

In the isotropic case of creep, the permanent strain components are assumed to 
verify the Sodeberg equations : 

f = £e<lc 

rc o 
eq 

, . - l e a s 
ee a 

eq 

zc. a 

[ ° r - T ( 0 e + V 

[ °8 " 4 - (or * °z> 

\°z - 4 " <°r + V 

sw 

sw 

sw 

where e is the equivalent or permanent strain and o the equivalent stress. 

In the anisotropic case of creep, the permanent strains components are assumed 
to follow the Hill theory [53 J : 

e - e1 c YAa - o ) + F (o - a J + e r 

rc o 8 r z z r 8 sw e4 L J 

e - e1 C F <oa - o ) • F (oa - c ) + t 9 

6c o I s 8 r r 8 z I sw 
C<1 L J 

, —S3L. F (o - O + FQ(- - a ) + ez 

zc o r z 8 8 z r' sw 
«q L J 

This formalism (for anisotropic case) is based on the von Mises flow criterion, 
extended by Hill to an anisotropic material. The Fr , F g n̂d Fz coefficients arc 
characteristic parameters of each material ; they do not depend on the stress 
level in the customary range of stresses. 

From these three parameters, only two are experimentally determined, the third 
one arising from a normalization. The selected normalization it the following 
one : 

Ï ' . " J -
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such as to verify the isotropic case with F. - -—- flfi). One defines also the 
anisotropy coefficients : r 

F 

' " ' T 
F 

z 

This yields : 

j_r L ) 
x i + -— + -4- ' 
" ' + - R • P 

F ..3__Lf L _ \ 
R P 

In the isotropic case, the equivalent stresses and strains are determined either 
with the help of the von Mises or the Tresca theory. 

The von Mises theory leads to the following definition of the permanent stress 
and strain : 

o — J <ar - afl)
2 + (afl - a J2 + (a„ - a J 

eq " -^="J *"r - '8' T "̂e " V T v"r ' V * 

e.q " -^T-J ( er- £e> 2 + ^ e - ' z ) 2 + < e r - ' 2 )
2 

With the Tresca theory : 

o » o - a . 
eq max min 

« - - 4 - (« - « • ) eq 3 max min 

where °nAX , a
m^ and *max » '*,in r*P"«*nt the largest and smallest values of res

pectively the three values o , oa , a and « # « « » ' - • 
IT ff Z r " 7* 
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Moreover, one assumes that the creep phenomena occurs at constant volume. 
Therefore : 

e + e + « » û 
re 6c zc 

In the anisotropic case, the equivalent stresses and strains in the Hill theory 
are given by : 

°eq » [ Fr<% * V 2 + V°z " °r)2 * V \ " V ' J 

%q " 4 - [ W r " Ve>2 + W « " V.)2 + W « ~ Vr>2 
1/2 

with N - F_F • FJP + F F 
O r 8 z z r 

These expressions assume that the stresses C£ are the principal stresses and that 
the anisotropy axes coincide with the principal directions. Both systems are 
consistent for the present application, because of the geometry and fabrication 
procedure of Zircaloy cladding tubes and the nature of inner and external loads. 

The volume is assumed to be unchanged during creep and growth, so that : 

e + e„ + « » 0 
r 6 z 

The system of equations formed by the equilibrium equation, the compatibility 
equations and the relations between stresses and strains is Jolved usin& the assump
tion that the permanent strains are known functions of the coordinate : under this 
condition, the integration of the equations is indeed easily performed. 

The integration leads to the following equations for the total strains, for the 
isotropic and anisotropic cases for creep and growth : 

t _ 1 • / « 1 
8 1 - f 2 

r a 
ƒ *Trdr + -2TrHr 

• [ -V ƒ '«• r c " 8c > - * ƒ ^ ^ V ^ * l *C, * \ 
L r a a -• r 

t , . , +_jJJL.gT + y 2 * [« • f ' » " * dr 1+2C, 
r © 1 - *i I - M r e J r 1 
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In these equations, C. and C. are integration constants determined by boundary-
conditions. 

These stresses are, in turn, determined as follows 

1 - 2 it 

I - 2 n 1 + u 

(e - « ) 
r re' 

i-nr <ee-eec} 

1 - 2 u I • Jl Z ZC 

where « i s given by : 

t r 6 z 

The integration constants C|, C2 and C3 appearing in the equations hereabove 
must be determined with the help of the following boundary conditions : 

- the radial stress at the outer side of the cladding is equal to the coolant 
pressure ; 

(Vr-b - " pr 
- the radfal stress at the inner side of the cladding is equal to the inner 

pressure : 

(o ) m - p. 
r r»a *i 

- the integral of the axial stress on the cladding cross-section is equal to the 
axial force : 

2 it 

b 
r J a r dr » F 

For the calculation of the inner pressure, two cases are considered according 
whether there is an interaction between the fuel and the clad or not. 

In the first case, the inner pressure is the sum of the filling and fission gas 
pressure p e and of the contact pressure p g e. The axial force is the sum of the 
force due to gas inner pressure and coolant outer pressure p , ; " r r cool 
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Fz - (Pea
2 - p rb

2) 

In order to calculate the contact pressure exerted by the fuel on the cladding, 
one must make assumptions for vhat concerns the behaviour of the fuel. This 
latter is assumed to have, a', any time, a linear response to the radial load 
as represented by the following equation : 

Pge " sr ( rfo " 'cli* 

In this equation, rf0 represents the outer radius that the fuel would have in hot 
state in absence of contact pressure ; r c ü , the inner cladding radius after de
formation ; <*r is a strength coefficient of the fuel in radial direction. These 
parameters are calculated during fuel calculations. 

In the case where there is no interaction between fuel and clad, the inner pres
sure is only due to the filling and fission gas. One gets then : 

p. * p 
*i re 

5.4. PRACTICAL METHOD OF CALCULATION., 

A given number of calculation points are considered over the thickness of the 
cladding. For each of these points, the programme determines the states of 
stress and strain at discrete values of the time. The following successive 
steps are executed by the programme for each f.ime interval : 

(1) determine tha temperature distribution at the end of the time interval from 
the value of the linear power and coolant temperature at this time ; 

(2) determine the integration constants from the «alues of inner gis pressure, 
outer coolant pressure and fuel characteristics and on the basis of previous 
permanent strains ; 

(3) with the help of a creep law, d> termine the permanent strain increments during 
the time interval on the basis of previous stresses ; 

(4) if the permanent strain increments are larger than a given value (S.V. : 0.0002), 
intermediate time intervals are considered in such a way rhat these permanent 
strains are smaller than this value'. In the case of primary creep strains, 
strain increments are also limited in the same way. Stresses and strains 

are then calculated. 

5.5. CLAP MFCHANICAL PROPERTIES. 

5.5.1. ZIftCALOY CORRELATIONS. 

Zircaloy anisotropic creep is considered as an option. 

The standard anisotropy factors are 

|_ * ft ft J 
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The Zircaloy growth is anisotropic and is assumed to proceed without volume chan
ges. At the present stage of knowledge, it is only possible to characterize the 
Zircaloy growth with respect to the texture. Obviously, it is important to consi
der as well the cold-working amount and the fabrication conditions, but at the 
moment, no suitable correlation is firmly established. So only the texture is 
taken ir*"".o account in the applied formula. 

Let : « the growth deformation in 0001 direction ; 

* the growth deformation in any direction normal to the former ; 

one has : 

€ * 2 e - 0 
c a 

For any direction, one has : 

« • • P- - * (1 - P-) « l *i c "V a 

This yields : 

• i - <» - 3Pi>" a' 

So that, for each direction, regarding to the fuel pin, one has : 

with pr * pz + pe - 1 

With the law : 

•«(3-5-z 
'.w v ,0 

The projections Pr » Pa « P, * " normalized, as seen, so that only two are neces
sary to be specified. 
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Their values are the texture coefficients for 0001 direction in the three major 
directions. The standard values are : 

J 
showing that the growth proceeds without diameter change, but with clad thickness 
thinning and length increase. The treatment of clad stresses and strains given 
in section 5.3. assumes that the elasticity constants are isotropic, even in the 
Zircaloy case. This is true in a good approximation. 

It is also assumed that the thermal expansion is isotropic. This is only a very 
rough approximation- which could be corrected in forthcoming COMETHE versions. 

5.5.2. STAINLESS STEELS CORRELATIONS. 

In the present stage, seven creep laws are used in the programme. 

The creep laws are : 

(a I 4 Holton tau zx.pn.Uied by : 

t • k ( n 9 
eq eq 

where k and n are functions of the temperature [55]]. This law takes only the 
secondary creep into account. 

(fa) An impnoveA No/Uon'i law zxpxund bi/ : 

< - k a n < r ' 
eq eq 

where 6 is the time ; k, m and n are again functions of the temperature L55J. 

http://zx.pn.Uied
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(c) In addition to law (a) OK lb), $OK eolation tKzatid AtalnleM &tzeÂ. [56] : 

[ * * * ] 
(d) In addition to tau: (a) OK [b), {ox 10 I coid-uoKked 6talnleA& Atzztt [ 56J57] : 

* ft ft 

(e) Law ioK Sandvik itael 12R72HV (PIN NK 1.4970) [ 5 8 ] : 

ft ir ft 

(rf) Low ioK PIN J.498? [59 ] : 

* * * 

[g] Law ioK PIN NK 1.4968 [ 6 0 ] : 

ft ft ft 

equivalent strain (-) ; 
2 

equivalent strest (kg/nm ) ; 

temperatures (*C)('K) ; 
2 

fast flux above 0.1 MeV (n/cm s) ; 
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* total flux ; 

6 time (s) ; 

E everage energy of neutrons (MeV) ; 

R 1.986 cal/mol K. 

The steel swelling can be calculated according to eight correlations : 

1 
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where „ is the steel volume increase (-) ; 
0 2 

*6 is the neutre fluem-.e with energies higher than 0.1 MeV (n/cm ) ; 
* is the neutron fast flux, with energies higher than 0.1 MeV (n/enrs) ; 

2 

* 6 is the neutron total fluence (n/cm ) ; 

8 is the irradiation time (a) ; 

T is the steel temperature (°K) ; 

t is the steel temperature (°C). 
The axial and diametral expansion increase of the clad due to swelling ij calcul
ated at each time interval as a function of the mean temperature of the clad and 
of the local fluence increment during the time step. 

5.5.3. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES. 

The mechanical properties for the following materials are described in Fart IV, 
STAMP file : 

- Zircaloy 2 or A ; 
- AISI 304 or WNr 1.4301 ; 
- AISI 316 or WNr 1.4436 ; 
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- AISI 347 or WNr 1.4961 ; 
- WNr 1 .4981 ; 
- WNr 1 .4988 ; 
- Sandvik I 2 R 7 2 H V or WNr 1 . 4 9 7 0 ; 
- Incoloy 800 ; 
- Inconel 625 ; 
- Hasteloy X. 

5 . 5 . 4 . TIME AND STRAIN CREEP HARDENING. 

In some creep ILWS, the equivalent creep rate i s i n e x p l i c i t funct ion of the 
temperature, the s t r e s s and the t ime. The various parameters appearing in the 
equations are deduced from experimental r e s u l t s performed at constant equivalent 
s t r e s s and constant tecperature . In the equations so obtained, the equivalent 
creep rate can, however, be an impl ic i t function of the creep s t r a i n . 

This f a c t i s of great importance, when use i s made of such creep law with an 
equivalent s t re s s which v a r i e s with time. 

The equivalent creep s t r a i n curve as a function of the time for each point of 
c a l c u l a t i o n w i l l indeed strongly depend on t h i s choice : consider curves of the 
equivalent creep s t r a i n in function of the time for various va lues of the equi 
valent s t r e s s (F igs . 33.a and 33.b) . Assume that during the time interval 0 to 
t j . the material i s loaded with an average equivalent s t r e s s o j . At the time t\, 
the representat ive point in the diagrara w i l l be At » A s ; assume further tha t , 
during the time interva l t ) to t 2 , the material i s loaded with a mean equivalent 
s t r e s s 02 and, between t2 and t 3 , with a mean equivalent s t r e s s 0 3 . The F i g . 33.a 
i s r e l a t i v e to increasing values of the s t r e s s with time, the F ig . 33.b to d e 
creasing s t r e s s e s . The problem a r i s e s now to determine the equivalent creep 
v e l o c i t y between t . and t~ . Two main theor ies are in presence ; 

F-cg. 33 - StAtun cotve In timo. and itxcUn haAdtning 
(a) incAexuing 6txzu> -, 
(b) de.cAe.cuing &tAZA&. 
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- the time hardening rule states that the equivalent creep velocity is a func
tion of time only. The creep velocity for the points At and Bt will thus be 
respectively equal to the creep velocity at points A£ and B£ (Figs. 33.a and 
33.b) ; the curve of the equivalent creep strain as a function of the time wili 
thus be : 0, A V c t 
the strain hardening ru?e states that the equivalent creep velocity is a func
tion of ihe equivalent strain only. The creep velocities at Points As and Bs 
are thus respectively equal to the creep velocities at points As and B^. The 
curve of the equivalent creep strain as a unction of the time is thus 0, A , 
B . C . 
s' s 

The Figs. 33.a and 33.b show clearly that the strain-hardening rule leads to 
larger creep strains as the time-hardening rule, when the stress increases with 
time. The opposite conclusion is valable when the stress decreases with time. 

In the programme, one can perform calculations with any one of the two rules. 

5.5.5. LIFE FRACTION THEORY. 

The determination of rupture 1 e unaer known variable stress is a major problem 
in the design of nuclear fuel elements in which increasing stresses arise as a 
result of fission gas generation or PCM1. In the case of variable temperature 
and stress, the time to rupture can be estimated by assuming that during any 
small time interval the cladding loses some fraction of its life which is inde
pendent of the stress and temperature history. 

Conventional rupture data (diagram of Larson-Miller) can be used to evaluate 
the fraction i: life consumed during each interval. Rupture occurs when the 
sum of these fractions is equal to unity. This point of view was proposed by 
Robinson_T67^ for variable temperature with constant stress and by Rowe and 
Meek [[66J for variable stress with constant temperature. This section deals 
with both of them. 

Fig. 34.b shows a possible evolution of the pressure induced stresses with the 
time. Fig. 34.a shows a possible evolution of the average cladding temperature 
versus the time. 

i i i i i i i i ] i i i i 
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Fig. 34 - Potiible. turn evolution* oh opeAoting con
dition* ^oi canning tube* 
(a) ave/uuje clad tempeJuutuKt. ; 
(fa) pnuiuAz induced stutat*. 
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The life tr(T£, °£) which the cladding would have if it remained at one stress 
level <>i can be found from a conventional rupture curve such as shown in Fig. 35, 
(see also Part IX notebook for details). The fraction of life consumed, if the 
clad remains at this stress for a time At. is : 

At. 

VTi'V 
The total fraction of life 
consumed in a number of steps 
is : 

' L t (T.,0.) 

Failure occurs when this sum 
reaches : 

J t (T ,o ) max 

fig. 35 - ConveMionaJl. nuptuie. cu/ivti [ACJWML-
tic). 

where tR is the time to rup
ture under variable stress 
and temperature. 

When using the creep laws variable with time (creep velocity function of time), 
it has been explained in paragraph 5.5.4. that use could be made of either time 
hardening rule or strain hardening rule. This corresponds to take as creep 
velocity at the beginning of a time interval, the velocity at the same time 
or at the same strain on the curves for the temperature and the stress relative to 
the calculated time interval. With the life fraction rule, one takes as initial 
creep velocity for each interval, the velocity for the same integral life frac
tion on the corresponding curve for the stress and the temperature. This rule 
and its consequences have been implemented in COMETHE as an option. 

5.5.6. CLAD DAMAGE RULE. 

Generally, the life fraction rule fails to provide a general quantitative corre
lation, so that improved criteria are to be searched. One of these considers 
creep stram as an alternative to time as a measure of life consumption during 
creep. Cladding failure is predicted to occur when the accummulated damage du 
to the permanent straining of the material by the various loadina mechanisms 
exceeds a certain limit. The different types of strains, svih as clastic, creep 
and fatigue, merely cover a continuous spectrum and the problem of predicting 
rupture reduces to that of defining natural units for the corresponding damage. 
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This concept of natural units of damage fractions is easi ly extended to include 
tht detrimental effects of irradiation damage and chetrical corrosion on the 
mechanical strength of the material. The criterion for fuel rod cladding f a i 
lure is defined as follows : 

6 o I A f J Z i u c .1 

e. 
i 

where D(9 ) is the cumulative damage fraction at time 9 ; 
D. is the damage limit for failure (usually unity). 

The summation extends oyer discrete time steps A8 between start-of-life (9 » 0) 
and the accumulated irradiation life (9 - 0 O). For each of these time steps, 
an equivalent plastic strain increment is defined by the following equation : 

(Aer - Af f t)
2 • ( i e e - Ae z)2 + (A^ - A ^ ) 2 ] 

1/2 

where the strain increments Aer, Ae^, Aez in the principal directions (r,9,z) 
are computed as the sums of the corresponding thermal creep and "short term" 
plastic strain increments. Irradiation induced creep is not included, as this 
mechanism is not believed damaging. The quantity «L(6) appearing in the crite
rion is defined as the "ductility limit" of the cladding material for the load
ing conditions prevailing at time t. This quantity serves as the natural unit 
for measuring the damage caused to the cladding and plays accordingly a control 
role in the definition of the criterion. The ductility limit is expressed as 
follows : 

eL(9) - R(«,T) e J9) 

where «u(9) is the uniform ductility limit for the material conditions prevailing 
at time 6 ; 

R(«,T) is the so-called "strain rate factor", which depends on strain rate e 
and temperature T. 

This completes the definition of this generalized strain fraction criterion. In 
order to evaluate the criterion in practice, four groups of material properties 
muse be determined : 

- uniform ductility limit ; 
- strain rate factor ; 
- thermal creep rate ; 
- plastic yield. 

For the moment, the correlations used in COMETHE are the following ones, [ * 
A f t ] 
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5.6. CLAP CORROSION. 

A complete corrosion model is not implemented in COMETHE, however simple methods 
are used to simulate the loss of clad thickness due to corrosion. The corrosion 
can optionally be considered. This simple correlation is : 

8 - a 9 

where 6 is the loss of thickness (mm) ; 

9 is the time (d) ; 

a is a constant directly specified by input datum (mm/d). 

That model affects only the clad mechanics. 

• • • 
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6. FREE V O L U M E S . 

The gas temperature is considered to be the same as the adjacent fuel tempera
ture in the central hole, in the axial volume between pellets and in the cracks. 
In the gap between the fuel and the clad, it is taken at an average temperature 
between the fuel outer surface and the clad inner surface. 

In the fission gas reservoirs, the gas temperature is at the average of the last 
fuel slice average temperature and of the clad or coolant temperature weighted 
by the corresponding surfaces in presence. 

The mechanical behaviour of cladding tubes in the gas plena lengths is calculated 
elastically, without taking creep into account. The spring force on the fuel 
column is not considered. Standard gas properties are available for Hi;, Ar, H2O, 
N2 and H2- In addition, input data cards for properties can be used for other 
gases. Xenon and krypton are believed to be the main fission gases. Their res
pective amount is : 

Xe/Kr * [ » ] for thermal flux 

Xe/Kr - C * ] for fast flux 

The coolant pressure is assumed to be constant along the pin. It is used for 
the clad loading, the coolant enthalpy - temperature correspondance and eventually, 
for the film heat transfer correlation. It can be changed with time. 

* 

ft * 
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7. S E Q U E N C E OF C A L C U L A T I O N . 

7.1. IMTROPUCTION. 

The sequence of calculation is illustrated on the flow chart of Fig. 36. 

In order to assess the thermal and mechanical behaviour of the fuel pin over 
irradiation life, the programme performs complete calculations of the various 
characteristics at discrete values of the time. 

7.2. PATA REAPING. 

The data which do not depend on time are first read and the data variable with 
time, like power characteristics, are read afterwards for each considered period. 
A period is defined by a group of time steps having the same data functions. A 
simple restart procedure is provided. 

7.3. PKELIMINARy CALCULATIONS AT THE INITIAL TIME. 

The start-of-irradiation evaluations include first a complete definition of the 
initial pin geometry together with the pressure or amount of filling gases. 

The following calculations are performed : 

- geometry of the pin, i.e., the slices and rings dimensions taking into consider
ation the fact that the code offers many possibilities, like blankets and dummy 
slices ; 

- influence of the dishes for each ring (resolution by iteration-loop 8) ; 

- weight of each ring which remains constant all the time. The geometrical di
mensions will be consequently variable with time ; 

- flux depression in each ring ; 

- free volume related to the cold state in order to determine either the partial 
pressure or the amount of moles of the different filling gases (depending on 
the input data) ; 

- all data are then printed. 

These data (geometry and flux depression) cannot be modified in a restart run ; 
other data can be modified. 

Then comes the typical calculation sequence to be repeated at each time step 
(Fig. 36). 
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7.4. PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS AT EACH TIME STEP. 

The following calculations are performed : 

- reading of data variables with time anti rearrangement of these variables ; 

- axial power distribution ; 

- fast neutron flux (optional) ; 

- coolant flow and temperatures from the data ; 

- cycling time, coolant pressure ; 

- printing of these variables ; 

- assessment through a heat balance process of coolant temperature distribution 
along the pin. Using then the adequate heat transfer correlation, the code 
determines, for each fuel slice, the film temperature drop between the coolant 
and the clad. Correlations are provided for liquid metals, boiling or sub-
coolant water or gas as coolant. If needed, the clad outer temperatures are 
directly provided as input data. The temperature drop across the clad is de
termined by a classical conduction method (resolution by iteration - loop 9). 

7.5. IMMER CLAP STRAIN ESTIMATE. 

Calculation of clad expansion of each slice based on a first guess of internal 
pressure, if clad creep is not considered. Otherwise, clad inner strains for 
each slice are estimated on the basis of previous results. 

7.6. IMMER GAS PRESSURE AMP COMPOSITION. 

These calculations form the largest and first iteration loop in the case of an 
elastic treatment of the clad. 

Loop 1 

- First guess from the previous time steps if any ; 
- Correction of the previous guess ; 
- Clad radial elongation. 

If clad creep is considered, this loop is not used as the time steps are small 
enough to correct automatically the values of these characteristics. 

7.7. LOOP ON EACH SLICE. 

Calculations up to paragraph 7.11. are repeated for each slice : 

- Characteristics of each slice ; 

- Burn-up for each ring ; 
- Swelling ; 
- Equiaxed grains growth ; 
- Columnar grains growth ; 
- Porosity distribution. 
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7.S. GAP OR CONTACT PRESSURE [FOR EACH SLICE). 

They are determined by the second iteration scheme. 

Loop 2 

- First preliminary calculation and second guess from the previous calculations ; 
- Correction of the previous guess, 

7.9. TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN THE FUEL PIN. 

Temperature difference tarough the gap (by iterations - loop 5 and eventually 
loop 6, for Cetinkale and Fishenden model). 

Loop 3 

- Temperatures at the nodes of each ring in the fuel by iterating on the ring 
average temperature (loop 4) ; 

- Calculation of fuel expansion and restructuring in each ring. The calculation 
model incorporates thermal expansion, cracking, plasticity and crack filling. 

End of 
the 

loop 3 

- Calculations of loop 3 again, if the radii do not correspond to those which 
were considered. This is the third iteration scheme. 

7.10. CONVERGENCE OF GAP OR CONTACT PRESSURE. 

Determination of gap thickness or contact pressure on basis of hot fuel outer 
radius and clad inner radius. 

End of 
the 

loop 2 

- Calculations of loop 2 again if the convergence criterion is not sat is f ied. 

7 . H . GAS RELEASE. 

The amount of gas released out of the fuel is calculated. Free volumes and 
associated absolute temperatures are also evaluated for each slice. 

7.12. INNER GAS PRESSURE A W COMPOSITION. 

The total amount of gas released and the total free volumes and associated tem
peratures are calculates for the whole pin. 

The inner gas pressure and composition can then be calculated. 
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7.13.A. CLAP CREEP CONSIPEREP. 

A complete analysis of stresses and strains in the claa is performed using the 
CRASH programme. Intermediate time steps are considered, if creep strains are 
too large. Among the results, the clad inner tangential strain is compared to 
the guess made in paragraph 7.5. for fuel calculations. If the agreement bet
ween these values is not sufficient, no iteration is mam but the net time step 
is taken very small and r.he results obtained at the considered time are not kept 
for summary printing. Otherwise, the next time step will be enlarged and calcul
ated by the code. 

7.13.6. CLAP CREEP IS MOT CQv/SIPEREP. 

The convergence on inner gas pressure and composition is checked, it is the 

This '<->op is performed again if the pressure does not cor res-end of loop 1 

pond t. the guess. 

After convergence, calculations of stresses and strains in the clad can be extend
ed to the user linking. They are performed only for the printing. The tangen
tial and axial strains of the clad have been already determined when calculating 
the gap or contact pressure. 

7.14. FUEL PATTERN IK CCLV STATE. 

Fuel radii and ring heights in cold state are calculated. They will be used in 
the next time step. 

7.15. PRIVT OF THE RESULTS AT EACH TIME STEP. 

A complete set of results can be printed for several or all slices. 

7.1b. TIME INCREMENT. 

Definition of the time step. 
Calculations for the next time step in paragraph 7.4. 

7J7. FINAL PRINTING OF THE RESULTS. 

A summary of the main results (15 or 24 variables, depending if creep is not or 
is considered) is printed and optionally either plotted with given scales as a 
function of time, punched on cards or leaded on file, depending on the computer 
centre facilities. 

* * 
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8. S U G G E S T E D I M P R O V E M E N T S A N D F U T U R E D E V E L O P M E N T S . 

Some mechanisms are not treated by COMETHE. However, some improvements are 
foreseen for future versions of the programme. A tentative list of these lacks 
is given below : 

- fuel creep ; the formalism is ready as it already works for the tangential 
permanent fuel strains so that it would need only additional calculations and 
memories ; 

- fuel plasticity : a smooth evolution from elastic to plastic zone of fuel could 
be introduced ; 

- friction models for clad-pellet interaction ; 

- plutonium redistribution in U0., - Pu0~ fuel pins in fast flux ; 

- stoichiometrj effect on fuel thermal conductivity and other properties ; 

- oxygen radial migration ; 

- caesium axial and radial migration and its effect on pellet swelling at fuel / 
blanket interfaces in fast breeder pins ; 

- effect of fission products aggregates in the fuel / clad gap ; 

- columnar grain growth model depending on temperature gradient ; 

- fuel volume changes due to melting ; 

- clad plasticity ; 

- Zircaloy clad anisotropic thermal expansion ; 

- transient model, taking into account thermal capacities. 

ft 

ft ft 
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